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GORDON LUFF: Witness Aflame In The Orient

By BOB HARRIS
Having just returned from their second
whirlwind tour of the Far East, Gordon Luff
and 40 members of Thomas Road's Youth Aflame are all fired up to go back a third time next
summer.
Why? Because of the overwhelming response of the Oriental people to the Gospel and
the wide-open opportunities that await a Christian witness there.
The Youth Aflame team saw 16,500 decisions for Christ at their rallies in just a matter of
days. They visited South Korea, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Australia and Hawaii.
Youth Aflame ministered separately from
Roscoe Brewer and the SMITE (Student Missionary Intern Training for Evangelism) team,
which visited Korea and the Philippines. The
only time the two TRBC groups were together
was in South Korea.
Though they were blessed with many decisions, the Youth Aflame group did not go to
have decisions overseas, Luff says. Their purpose was twofold.
First, they went to open doors in the future
for Youth Aflame Missions (YAM), a program
designed to expose local church young people
to the needs of the world. YAM is not meant to
train and place missionaries, as is SMITE, but
rather to act as sort of a preliminary to SMITE
work. And, in that way, YAM is very unique,
Luff says. Theoretically, SMITE should get its
candidates from YAM.
Second, they went to carry out YA's main
objective: help local church youth ministries
around the world.
They did this by, first, helping the local Far
Eastern churches get their youth involved in
dynamic programs, and, second, leaving some
Youth Aflame missionaries behind to continue
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start a church there for $ 10,000, and within two
years, with a Chinese pastor, it could be selfsupporting.
• Open the Hong Kong Harbor to the
spread of the Gospel. Boats are available, and
for a nightly harbor tour and a concert, they can
hold as many as 600 youth.
• Help the growth of a church in Taiwan
pastored by Peter Chow, a Baptist Bible Fellowship missionary.
• Establish a youth camp in South Korea
and start a Christian school in Suwon. As a
sidelight, the mayor of Daegu, South Korea,
offered to pay all of the expenses for Youth
Aflame to return to his city next year, Luff said.
• Visit all of the public schools in
Adelaide, Australia, next year, to hold rallies.
One of the exciting things to see is that
Korea's churches are very dynamic, Luff says.
But they have no youth programs now. Though
literally thousands attend single church services in that country, the congregations are
growing old, and there are no youth to replace
them.
Youth Aflame did not overlap with
SMITE's goals there; though YA used some
See Orientals, Page 7
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Luff and Chorale Welcomed During Far East Tour.

the work and help train the nationals.
This year, Joe and Ann Hale remained behind to lead a youth ministry at the Central
Baptist Church in Suwon, South Korea, and
Rick Sirico is now youth pastor at Prospect
Baptist Church in Adelaide, Australia.
Already, Youth Aflame has worked out a
six-point strategy for next year's visit to the
Orient.' 'We feel obligated to go back to where
we've been and follow up the work," Luff

says, "before we go further." In 1979, Youth
Aflame plans to:
• Start youth camps. Some 85 percent of
all Oriental youth who go to camp get saved,
according to Luff. He not only has seen prospects for camps in Hong Kong, but has discovered an 80-acre campsite in Australia whose
owner will let (he team conduct a camp there.
• Start churches in some inexpensive
buildings in Hong Kong. Luff says you can

Chorale director is greeted at Korean school.
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ACADEMY
EMY STILL EDUCATES WITH A PURPOSE
By BOB HARRIS
Being a student at Lynchburg Christian
Academy means many things.
To Amy Wellman, co-valedictorian of the
class of 1978, it means loving a Christian atmosphere so much you get panicky when you
think you might have to go back to a public
school. She moved from Texas to a big challenge at LCA, but she felt the sincere love of
Christian teachers and the example they gave in
Christian living.
To B rendu Tread way, it means getting up
early and working hard for four years, but basking in a sense of accomplishment all the way
through.
Seventh grader Allan Overcast likes the
way the Gospel is taught in every class at LCA.
He also likes getting involved in all sports —
including soccer — in his P.E. classes.
To sixth grader Billy Blaisdell, going to
LCA means learning more about the Bible and
about Jesus Christ — and playing intramural
basketball.
To his brother, ninth grader Ray Blaisdell,
it means getting along with most of the people.
"You're around a lot of good people," he says.
And, to other students, it means playing
football, soccer, softball, being in Student
Council ot in the band or choir or on the yearbook staff V and learning to be the very best at
what they do to the glory of Jesus.
Lynchburg Christian Academy is entering
its 10th year of operation, and James Williams,
administrator and principal of kindergarten
through grade 6, expects nearly 1,000 students
in 1978-79.
The school, which offers 12 elementary
and secondary grades and a 4-year-old kindergarten as well as a 5-year-old kindergarten
class, has had as many as 830 students in the
past. Last May, LCA graduated 61 students,
the highest number of any of its seven graduating classes so far.
LCA is fully accredited statewide. Therefore, its teachers are certified by the Commonwealth of Virginia. LCA is traditional in its
approach to education; in the eyes of many, it
has a top-notch curriculum, first-rate extracurricular offerings for its students, and an outstanding Bible program.
With all of these plusses, Glen Schultz,
principal of grades 7 through 12, believes the
school's tuition is quite reasonable. For as low
as $35 and not higher than $87.50 a month, a
parent can send one student to LCA, and there
are special rates and family plans available. A
breakdown of the per-student rates follows:
Monthly
Grade
K
1-6
7-8
9-12

35.00
70.00
75.00
87.50

Annually
350.00
700.00
750.00
875.00

Schultz believes one of LCA's greatest
strengths is its high school Bible program,
which is required of all students. "We're going
into the second year of our full four-year system. We took the two year program from
Thomas Road Bible Institute, which Dean
Harold Willmington helped us spread over a
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LCA classroom is busy learning center.
four-year period."
The Bible program includes a great deal of
prepared outlines, a chronological survey of
the Scriptures, as well as a look at the archeology of Bible lands.
LCA's high school curriculum includes a
full four years of mathematics and science,
including chemistry, physics, and advanced
algebra.
LCA also is entering its second year of a
full industrial arts-home economics program,
including mechanical drawing for boys and
family living for girls from 7th grade on —
something unique among Christian schools.
Furthermore, LCA offers a prestigious bus-

iness program, including beginning and advanced typing and secretarial science.
Each individual class has its own extracurricular activities, such as the annual
Junior-Senior Banquet. But there also is a full
schedule of school-wide events, sponsored by
Student Council. These include the Winter
Homecoming, in which both a King and a
Queen are selected; the annual "Rock-aThon'' fund-raiser, in which students volunteer
to spend a whole day of their lives rocking in a
rocking chair; the LCA Fun Day at Treasure
Island; and the annual Faculty-Student Basketball Game.
The Academy has a full line of competitive
sports programs, too; this year wrestling is
being added to the winter sports lineup. In the
fall, there is football and soccer for boys at both
the junior varsity and varsity level, and volleyball for girls. The winter lineup also includes basketball for boys and girls, and in the
spring LCA offers baseball, softball, tennis and
golf.
In the elementary years, LCA offers a
winter intramural basketball program on Saturday mornings for fourth, fifth and sixth graders.
Musically speaking, LCA has a pep band,
which played at basketball games last year and
hopefully will do the same at football games
this year, and a choir. An ensemble known as
the LCA Chorale provides music for the
twice-weekly chapel services, but also sings in
Thomas Road Sunday school classes and in
area churches, and its members are examples to
other students.
Finally, potential reporters and photographers join the staff of the annual Retrospect,
which last year contained 160 pages and fullcolor pictures.
Add to these all the youth activities at

Work and study prepares LCA student.
Thomas Road Baptist Church, and one can see
that LCA students have pretty full schedules,
Schultz says.
Though not all LCAers are Thomas Roaders, between 60 and 75 per cent of them are, he
adds. The others come from all backgrounds—
including non-Christian.
"They send their children here because
they know we don't take the place of the
home," Schultz explained. "We reinforce it.
We're a partnership, and we want full cooperation between ourselves and the parents when it
comes to discipline."
LCA began when Dr. Jerry Falwell, pastor
of Thomas Road Baptist Church, saw his own

'Test- Tube Baby' Questions Disturb
By RICK SHRADER
and ROBERT COVERT
The religious world was shocked last
week by the announcement of the first
"test-tube baby." The announcement
came from Oldham, England, last
Tuesday, July 26, when Dr. Patrick
Steptoe, a British gynecologist, and
physiologist Robert Edwards successfully
delivered five pound, twelve ounce Louise,
the first child of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Brown of Bristol.
For years the Christian world has been
concerned that one day scientists would
claim, "We have created life." Many have
so dreaded that such an announcement
would come that they have completely
jumped to the wrong conclusion.
Some Christians had thoughts that a
scientist mixed chemicals in a test-tube and
produced a baby. That would have caused
theological problems because the soul
would have been created by man, and not
by God. The question of creation, the
inspiration of Scripture and the presence of
a soul in man could have been questioned.
Actually, the phrase "test-tube" baby
is a wrong use of words by the media. News
reporters have implied that life was created
by man in the laboratory. They should
have called it "fertilization outside of the
womb."
The scientists performed the simple
operation of removing an egg from Mrs.
Brown-a minor operation lasting about
eight seconds. The egg was then placed in a
"test-tube" where it was fertilized by her
husband's sperm. After four days of

nourishment the egg was placed back in the
mother's womb where it developed normally. The reason for this unorthodox
operation was to allow the couple to have a
child after nine years of marriage.
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Even the doctors who were responsible
for the "fertilization outside of the womb"
realized the limited achievement. Steptoe
said, "We are not creating life. We have
See Scholars, Page/7
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son Jerry Jr. growing up and realized public
schools aren't what they once were.
Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin, now president of
Liberty Baptist Schools, organized Lynchburg
Christian Academy and served as its first administrator for four and a half years. Dr. Guillermin continues to oversee the Academy organization.
James Williams has been here three years
as LCA's administrator and elementary princi-,
pal. He has nearly 20 years of experience in
education, having been a superintendent for 11
years for a public elementary school in Illinois,
and then a business administrator for a junior
college.
Williams originally came to Lynchburg to
attend Liberty Baptist Seminary, but when Dr.
Robert L. Hughes, seminary dean, saw his
credentials, he helped Williams get on at LCA.
Glen Schultz, 31, came here five years ago
to teach science. In a short time, he was named
principal of the secondary school.
Schultz has a unique educational
background; he was taught in a one-room
schoolhouse near Buffalo, N.Y., for four
elementary years. He remembers his teacher,
Mrs. Cramer, and if there is one thing he endeavors to keep with him, it's the dedication he
learned from her. "She would get up at daybreak every morning, walk about a mile in the
winter to heat that pot-belly stove so the
schoolhouse would be warm by the time we got
there. And, if you know anything about Buffalo winters, they're bad. But she did it because
she was dedicated. That's the kind of dedication we need today."
The Academy now employs about 50
teachers and staff members, including one fully
certified guidance counselor. The school day
begins at 8:10 a.m. and ends at 2:50 p.m.
Though many of its graduates go on to
attend Liberty Baptist College, some LCA
grads have been admitted to some other
schools, such as Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University.
The Academy encourages its graduates to
enter LBC to at least get basic courses, and then
if they need further vocational work, perhaps
they can transfer to a school like Virginia Tech.
"We'd like everyone to go to LBC," Schultz
says.
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ATHLETES 'INVADE' COLLEGE CAMPUS
BY KEVIN KEYS
On August 7, 1978 Lynchbur* will be
invaded by a group of young athletes who
are bringing not only their talents, but also
their hopes and dreams. These athletes will
be an impressive lot, even to the most
casual of football observers, and should
number more that 100 young men.
There will be ten players in the over 250
pound group with two of these over 300
pounds. Four to six of the athletes will
possess the ablility to run 40 yards in a
respectable 4.7 seconds or better.
In case you have not already recognized
the group of athletes being described, they
may be observed in action at the new
football training facility on Treasure
Island. The young men will be preparing to
open their season as the Flames of Liberty
Baptist College against the University of
Dayton on September 1, in Dayton, Ohio.
Tom Dowling, head coach of the
Flames, will be bringing in better than 40
top notch prospects that he and his staff
have recruited and signed during the past
seven months. There will also be 52 players

returning who were playing during the 1977
season or were at the Flames' spring
practice in April. In addition to these

players there will be a number of hopefuls
that will come into the August 7 practice as
walk-ons.
«,"."'«,
See Recruits, Page 10

Dowling's squad.
Aggressive play featured action for Coach Tom Uowling's
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Goodbye To The Goodtimes
Why are we having double digit inflation that is
robbing the average man of most of the fruit of his
tabors, his take-home-pay? That question is not easy
to answer, but it is an obvious problem to the average
American. Recently a newspaper featured an article
about an average man pinching pennies to keep up
with his bills. The average American earns more
money than ever before, but his buying power shrinks
every month. Inflation is killing the American way of
life.
Some economists claim that the deficit in the international balance of payments by the U.S. is the
cause. Others credit runaway federal spending. Still
others attribute our money problems to Vietnam, the
Arab oil problem, Russian wheat sales, or to the fact
that the U.S. stopped backing its money with gold.
There may be other causes.
1
Several years ago we felt the quality of material life
in the U.S. was better than the quality of it's moral
life. We felt the deterioration of our heritage would
ultimately affect our economic system. We never got
around to writing the book Goodbye to the Good
Times.
The real cause of inflation in the U.S. is spiritual.
In the Old Testament when Israel turned its back on
God, He sent plagues, famines, draught, or the
grasshoppers. Because of sin, God usually spanks His
people in the pocket book ~ farmers get hit in their
crops, other Americans get hit in the paycheck.
'.'•• You might question why we tie inflation to sin.
America has made an idol of money and God always
deals with a person's idols. When God says, "Thou
shalt have no other gods before me," He means
anything that superceeds a man's allegiance to Him.

Americans have sold their soul to the dollar.
Everyone realizes that our national spiritual life is
deteriorating. We could mention that Bible reading is
no longer allowed in schools and people mock the
Lord's Day. Politicians and TV personalities publicly
take God's name in vain. Our national sins of abortion, homosexuality and pornography cannot be
overlooked by God.
God is bringing the entire nation to its financial
knees. If we want to control inflation, we should set
our spiritual house in order. There is nothing wrong
with our nation that a good old-fashioned revival
could not cure.
In the old days on the farm, the Christians prayed
all night for rain. That was a sign of repentance. They
understood God's economy. What is the answer
today?
We speak of national revival and we pray for it,
but our nation will never turn to God until there is a
national awareness of sin. Repentance always preceeds
revival. One possible good side effect of the "Clean
Up America" campaign could be that is is bringing a
national awareness of sin. That could lead to revival
and when a nation seeks God, He will bless in spiritual
avenues.
If inflation does not call our nation back to God,
maybe the next step on God's timetable is depression.
We hope not, no honest person wants to go through
financial suffering. We still have a lot we want to do
for Liberty Baptist College and foreign missions.
Depression would slow down the work of God.
Depression would be more than a whipping, and we
dread it. But turning our nation to God is better than
raising millions for missions without revival.

Time Is Crucial
The Philippines is ripe for the gospel. There comes
a time in the history of many nations when the harvest
is ready. The Philippines is at that crucial time. Some
have planted, others have watered. Now the harvest is
ripe. After World War II, 40,000 United States
teachers went and instructed in the public schools of
the Philippines. English is the national language and
the door is wide open to the preaching of the gospel.
What should we do?
What makes some times crucial? If the fruit is not
harvested, it falls to the ground and rots. Some say
there are three stages of harvest. Two months before
when preparations must be made by the workers, two
weeks before the harvest when the work begins, and
the third stage when the fruit falls to the ground and is
fast.
:•' According to a retired missionary, there was a time
when all of China could have been swept into the
Kingdom. Not that every Chinese person would have
been saved, but the nation could have become
Christian in principle. China could have been a great
Christian nation, the doors were open and the Chinese
loved Americans. But the missionaries fought among

themselves; now the door to China is closed.
After the Second World War, the door to Japan
was wide open. Missionaries went through the small
villages with loud speakers, preaching the gospel.
Millions made professions of faith. Millions of New
Testaments were distributed, but today only one
million out of more than 107 million total population
are Christians in Japan. Missionaries went to Japan
and evangelized, but they did not build local churches.
The final step of the Great Commission is establishing
local churches.
The Philippines has an open door. The Americans
are respected and missionaries are permitted. Mass
evangelism is still effective and local churches can be
built. According to Roscoe Brewer, Missions director
atJThomas Road Baptist Church, "The soil is fertile
for national revival." What shall we do?
Korea is also ripe for harvest. The gospel can be
preached in high schools, army bases and universities.
Local churches are spreading but there is an urgency.
North Korea could invade the south if the U.S. Second
Division is withdrawn. Time is short and we must do
all we can for these nations.

A Decline In Courage
Recently, Alexander Solzhenitsyn delivered the
jcommencement address at Harvard University. He
chose this occasion to chronicle the evils of Western
civilization with particular emphasis on the United
States. This speech by the exiled Soviet novelist has
•attracted national attention. His convicting message
touched the wound of a decaying society.
!; Looking much like an ancient Old Testament
jprophet, he reminded the audience, "A decline in
courage may be the most striking feature which an
•outside observer notices in the West in our days.
Should one point out that from ancient times declining
•courage has been considered the beginning of the
lend?" In those stinging remarks he has sounded the
: prophetic trumpet. It is time to listen to his message.
Korea, Vietnam, and Panama are all reminders of
jour lack of courage. Sweeping immorality, permissive
television, drug addiction, and crime are on the increase because society has lost its will to Tight. The "I-

Summertime during visit to beautiful Holy land, U.S.A., Bedford County.

Fussin', Fightin', Dyin'
The fact that we are Christians means that there are
things in life that we cannot do. The Ten Commandments are expressed in negative terms rather than
positive. The Christian knows he cannot kill, commit
adultery, or covet his neighbor's goods.
A Christian has positive convictions: he will tell the
truth, he will work hard and he will stand for the faith.
The Christian knows what he is for, and what he is
against. He must disagree with others without being
disagreeable.
A wise Christian once said, "Some things I'll die
for, some things I'll fight for, and some things I'll fuss
about." He was wise enough to make priorities and to
classify his disagreements.
Dying
We will die for the fundamentals of the faith
because they are essential to Christianity. The five
doctrinal fundamentals are: (1) the verbal, plenary
inspiration of Scripture, (2) the virgin birth, (3) the
vicarious substitutionary atonement, (4) the bodily
resurrection, (5) and the physical return of Jesus
Christ.
The fundamentals of the faith are basic to
Christianity, just as there are basic essentials to the
operation of an automobile. Wheels, motor, and a
fuel tank are essential to the operation of a car. A car
cannot run without them. A glove compartment and a
running board are not fundamental requirements for
running an automobile. The same thing can be said for
the essential doctrines of Christianity. We will die for
the fundamentals of the faith because if we deny them,
we deny Jesus Christ our Lord. When an enemy attempts to take one of the fundamentals away, he is
trying to destroy Christianity.
Fighting
The second priority has to do with fighting. We
will fight about baptism because it is important, but
not a fundamental of the faith. A person can be saved
and not believe in water baptism. Immersion is not

don't-want-to-get-involved" concept has permeated
the masses. We are on the verge of collapse.
Solzhenitsyn is correct.
Against the doom and darkness of the hour I find a
rainbow of hope. In a society where courage is rare,
Christians have started a movement to stem the tide of
evil. Miami and St. Paul are examples of cities where
courageous Christians have taken a stand for right and
morality. Their victory has given hope to others who
struggle. Their courage could very well change the
course of Western civilization. Morality, decency and
purity may again be the foundation stones of
American society.
To Mr. Solzhenitsyn we say, "Thank you. Your
warning is taken to heart and we intend to do
something about it."
Edward G. Dobson

Man is the magnificent creation of God. The
greatest thing on earth is man. He is greater than the
Blue Ridge Mountains and more noble than any
animal. Man is more beautiful than a sunset and has
more mystique than a spinning spider.
Man is made in the image and likeness of God.
That means we are like ourCreator. God has power,
intelligence and desire. So do we, only in microscopic
reflection. But to be even a little like God is one of the
greatest privileges of life.
God is all Wisdom, and He gave us a mind because
we are like Him. Thinking is a gift from God. We
believe every Christian should develop his mind as
extensively as possible. That is why we believe in
Liberty Baptist College and Seminary. We are pleased
to hear when students burn the midnight oil. They are
fulfilling the image of God in them.
But God did not create a perfect mind in man; only
God has perfect rationalization. Students make
mistakes in logic. Well-meaning students drift into

Dear Editor:
Thank you for the JournalChampion. It is a goodappearing and well-edited
publication, and I am sure that it
will enjoy increased readership
among persons who are in your
church and faith.
Sincerely,
E.O. Meyer
Executive Manager,
Virginia Press Association

humanism or other error. Mistakes are the things that
we must overcome in life. We would not be man if we
did not fail, but defeat is contrary to God's ultimate
purpose.
Every man has much potential. But many men do
not have ambition, nor discipline, nor the opportunity
to get over the hump.
Man can be a winner. We see his potential. When
we accept man, we are really praising God for the way
he created us.
We believe the average Christian, against insurmountable obstacles, with limited means in difficult circumstances, can always prevail. Therefore, we
believe in man.

journal • champion
Thomas Road Baptist Church
Publisher

Letters To The Editor
j J thoroughly enjoy the issues
>of the Journal-Champion. It is a
: great way of binding the Thomas
Road family together and 1
especially enjoy reading the
: "great churches" story on the
••; back page.
It
is a
well-balanced
• publication and one to be
; commended. Again, thank you.
Sincerely in Christ,
Douglas Keasal
Lansing, Ml

We also would fight over the doctrine of the
church. Every Christian should attend a local church
every week. We disagree with those who "forsake the
assembling of themselves together." We hear the jokes
about "bedside baptists," and "the church of your
choice." Since we will fight for the church, that puts
us at odds with those who are so anti-church that they
never tithe or attend a local church.
Fussing
Finally, some things we fuss about. We think that
most of the movies are bad and that a Christian should
not attend them. In our pulpit we "fuss" about the
detrimental influence of movies on our kids. The " X "
movies are so bad, most Christians agree with us.
However, a few Christians say some Walt Disney
movies are alright. We don't know about that because
we don't go. All employees of the Thomas Road
Baptist Church and The Old-Time Gospel Hour
commit themselves to not attending commercial
Hollywood movies. That's because of our testimony
and the responsibility that we have as leaders of
fundamentalism.
But we don't drop a person from church membership because he attends movies. We fuss about
them in our sermons. Our church members know our
stand and they guide their own lives. If we were to kick
them out of the church for attending Hollywood
movies, we would not have a chance to "build them up
in the faith."
The mature Christian knows how to classify his
disagreements. He does not fuss about things he
should die for. And he does not become an unnecessary martyr, dying for an issue that fundamentalists are not clear about.

Greater Than The Blue Ridge
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;JDear Editor:

essential to becoming a Christian, but it is important in
obeying Jesus Christ. We would not say a person is no
longer a fundamentalist if he made fun of baptism.
But we will fight for our right to baptize.

Dear Editor:
I enjoy the Journal-Champion
and feel it meets a vital need in
our country.
I was thrilled to read of the
Dillard family moving back to
Washington. Could you please
send me their address?
Thank-you,
Onsy Whicker, Pastor
Lakewfcod Baptist Temple
Tacoma, WA

Dear E d i t o r :
Thank you for the JournalChampion. We appreciate you
taking the time to let us know
your views, and we are in general
agreement that more responsibility and initiative must be
returned to the private sector. 1
have also noted your suggestion
that there be an independent
review of all government
regulations in an effort to
safeguard individual liberties.
With kind regards,

Sincerely,
William L. Scott,
U.S. Senator (Va.)

Dear Editor:

As a nation of some seven
million Christians, representing
nearly 20 per cent of our total
population, we feel deeply the
role the United States has played
in our religious as well as our
political history. The seed of
Christianity was planted in fertile
Korean soil by American
Sincerely, missionaries more than one
hundred years ago. The Korean
Harry G. Byrd Christians of today feel themU.S. Senator (Va.) selves to be the fruit of the inspired work of your ancestors.
Dear Editor:
Their success here was indicative
of the closeness that exists
Thank you very much for the between our peoples. And we
Journal-Champion. 1 am pleased sec, implicit in the sucesses of the
to have this, and I was par- past, a responsibility for the
ticularly interested in reading future.
your editorial on the federal
bureaucracy. I share your
These days there is much talk
concern about the excessive
about the proposed American
authority of federal agencies.
withdrawal of ground forces
With all best wishes, I remain
from Korea. Many Koreans,
Sincerely, especially Korean Christians,
C. William Whitehurst find this a most unfortunate turn
of circumstances. We see it as a
U.S. Representative century of God's work put in
2nd District, Virginia
Dear Editor:
Thank you very much for the
Journal-Champion.
I look
forward to reading it and certainly will consider the points it
raises regarding legislation.
With best wishes.

Elmer L. Towns
Editor
jeopardy and as the continuation
of the tragedy that was the
Korean history of this century up
until the end of the Korean war.
Let us not turn our heads from
our true responsibility. America
is in a position to protect the
freedom-loving nations of the
world. It is her God-given task.
It is her God-given test, an
oppportunity for Christians to
keep their historical mission.
I ask you Mr. Towns, as a man
of high faith and ability, to speak
the Korean case to your people.
Remind them that Christians are
Christians all over the world.
Tell them that we are made of
flesh and blood, that we laugh
and cry just as they do and that
we don't want to see our country
once again ravaged by war. Tell
them these things. And tell them
please Mr. Towns, not to turn
away from the work of their
fathers.
Awaiting your reply 1 remain
Sincerely yours,
1 yun Joon Kim, President
Hanyang University
Seoul, South Korea

Dear Editor:

P. O. Box 1111, Lynchburg, VA. 24505

I appreciate the JournalChampion. I was especially
interested in your editorial on
Korea and the report of your
visit there. It gives us a lot to
think about concerning U.S.
diplomacy in South Korea.
Sincerely,
Mary Broderick
Canada

Dear Editor:
It was indeed a welcome relief
to have a Christian newspaper to
read which is just that--a
Christian newspaper!
| have enjoyed reading the
various articles each week and
look forward to future editons.
Enclosed is my year's subscription. Thank-you each oneGod bless you and keep up the
good work!
Your friend,
Farrell Kennedy
1415 Watts. St.
Durham, N.C.

United States subscription rates: $9.95 per year, $15.95 for two
years, $20.95 for three years, $24.95 for five years.
The JOURNAL CHAMPION is published bi-weekly and application to mail at second-class postage rates is pending at Lynchburg, Va., 24503.
Please send all correspondence and address changes to: The
Journal-Champion,, P.O. Box 1111, Lynchburg, Va., 24505.
Exectuive offices located at 701 Thomas Road, Lynchburg.
Postmaster: Please send Form 3579 to The JournalChampion.V.O. Box l\\\, Lynchburg, Va., 24505.

PURPOSES
To champion the cause of righteousness, calling this nation back
to the principles of truth, equity and decency that are based on the
Word of God.
To tie together the Thomas Road Baptist Church family by
publicizing events, personalities and trends so that together tbey can
carry out their God-given purposes.
To encourage aggressive evangelism among all Christians and
churches both In our nation and around the world.
To communicate the fundamentals of the faith and defend I
from all attack*.
To rally all Bible-believing Christians to the cause of Christ.
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New Publications Prepare For' Whole' Church

In the last issue of the Journal-Champion we
reported that the SMITE food ship had docked in
Haiti. Well, project co-ordinator Doug Achilles
reports that the ship is now unloaded and the much
needed food supplies are in the process of being
distributed.
A group of TRBC high school young people, in
Haiti on a "Mission Field Exposure Campaign,"
helped with the distribution. The group was led by
Youth Pastor Dennis Henderson.
While the distribution is continuing, the undistributed portion is being stored by LBC graduate
Antoine Alexis in St. Marc.

Barnard admits that if
lives."
tempts to teach it to others.
By BOB HARRIS
there
be any weakness, it's
Barnard
cited
three
Two other pastors have
It seems like nearly every
that
the
material does not
major
strengths
of
FCP.
fundamentalist church pastor joined Hyles and Dollar on
offer
any
audio visuals or
First,
the
authors
are
the
editorial
staff:
Dr.
Faland Sunday school teacher
thoroughly fundamentalist other teacher helps. The
through the years has decried well and Dr. A.V. Henderand literalist. "We're all teacher stands alone in his
the need — and lack of — son, pastor of Temple Bapseparatists—everyone in- responsibility to adapt the
published curriculum litera- tist Church in Detroit, Mich.
volved
in the curriculum— material — written at the
ture that's doctrinally sound.
FCP hopes to solve two
thoroughly,"
he says.
teacher level — to his stumain
problems
with
its
curNow, thanks to a perSecond is the material's dents. This is especially hard
sonal project of Dr. Jerry riculum. First, there is a need
simplicity. The material is at the lower age levels, he
Falwell and three other large for Sunday school material
written and presented in a says.
church pastors, it's availa- that a pastor or teacher can
However, he adds, "We
simple way; nevertheless, it
ble.
use with the confidence that
are
hoping to include audioremains
so
deep
in
the
Scripit
is
absolutely
sound
doctriFundamentalist Church
visual
aids in our future
ture
that
the
average
teacher
Publications, an independent nally. All four men on the
Lamont Brown has joined the Old-Time Gospel
will
have
more
than
enough
series."
curriculum publishing house editorial board have earned
Hour Staff as maintenance supervisor at the academymaterial to fill the typical
Yet, having every conheadquartered in Nashville, that reputation over the
church complex of Thomas Road Baptist Church.
40-minute
class
period,
Barceivable
"leave the teaching
years.
Tenn., is only a year old but
nard says.
to us'' aid nearby can be bad,
is becoming more and more
** •
Second, "One of the
Third is its flexibility. too. In Barnard's opinion,
popular. Its greatest
main
things
we
want
to
acAn
individual
pastor can eas- pre-packaged curriculum has
Dick Barnard Consults TRBC Artist Jim Hayes.
strength, according to coorNancy DeMoss has joined the Beginners Departcomplish is to show that men
ily adapt it to the needs of his done to Sunday school
dinating
editor
Dick
Barment staff of the Thomas Road Baptist Church
nard, is that it offers some- who love the Lord and hate
"No, FCP is not trying to tions. We're trying to show congregation, just as a teachers what television has
Childrens Ministries. She will coordinate a parent
the
devil
can
work
together
thing worth teaching —
do anything ecumenical, or that fundamentalists can teacher can adapt it to the done to America intellectueducation program and a Christian service program.
God's Word in the right to accomplish God's pur- to compromise sound doc- work together to win souls needs of his individual stu- ally — it has in some cases
Miss DeMoss is a 1978 graduate of the University
promoted laziness.
pose," Barnard says.
light.
trine and biblical convic- and live godly, separated dents, Barnard says.
of Southern California with a bachelor of music
"It has contributed in
"We want to give the
degree in piano performance.
some ways to developing
church something worth havbetter teachers, but on the
ing," he says. "We're not in
other
hand, you've got to
***
the business of telling a
give the teacher something
church how to run their Sunworth teaching, too," he
Saturday, July 29, the Old-Time Gospel Hour day school, but no matter
says.
Choir met at Leesville Lake for a family outing and
;.:
how they do run it, we're in
or
while
a
puppet
show
is
barbeque. Choir director Dave Randlett took choir the business of making sure
It's
the
Thomas
Road
Using
FCP
demands
that
By TOM SOULE
going on. Not long ago he teachers walk an extra mile
members water skiing.
Baptist Church, a great
they have something worth
as told to
had me help him do the in preparing their lessons.
big church with about
teaching."
f
* * •
tape narration for a Since the lessons are adapta16,000
members.
Every
MARIE CHAPMAN
For the most part, funfilmstrip program he's ble to almost every age
Sunday
morning
the
damentalist churches have
Sometimes
I
hear
going
to show in a lot of group, they are unified, as
The TRBC Couples Class ladies fellowship held traditionally produced their
television
grownups say something church's
churches
that want to opposed to group-graded or
their monthly meeting Monday, July 24. Beginner
cameras are busy while the
know how they can have a age-graded.
Department director Jani DeSaegher spoke from II own Sunday school material, like, "It's not what you big choir sings and my
without having to rely on know, but who you know
good Junior Church like
Timothy 1:7. The meeting was well-attended.
"The church that is
outside or denominational that counts." I always pastor, Dr. Jerry Falwell,
ours.
Mrn
Dr. Woodrow Kroll is the Couples Class pastor.
preaches.
Later,
folks
all
operating
on the unified syspublishers.
thought it was important
Junior Church even tem will have found a gold
over
the
country
can
see
Why? Because the pub- to know a lot, and I can't
has a soccer team, and I mine in this," Barnard says.
lished material just hasn't find out fast enough to that service on TV.
was on it - ourfirstteam, It also can be used as WedOf
course,
I
don't
get
been doctrinally sound. The suit me. Some kids call me
and we were the champs nesday night Bible study
current pervading liberalism a bookworm, because to be on TV very often,
because I'm not in that big
See Tom, page 6 material.
The middle school, or junior high department of
in Sunday school material reading is my thing.
f
service
on
Sunday
TRBC has hired Doug Randlett to direct the Awana has its roots in the curNaturally, the library
THE-TEE-SHIRT-SHACK
program. He is the former associate pastor of Temple riculum of some denomina- is one of my favorite morning. I'm in Junior
Pittman Mini-Mall
Baptist Church, Greenville, N.C. His wife, Jane, sings tional publishing houses, places. Actually, in our Church, and that's as big
Lynchburg, Virginia
as
a
lot
of
churches.
By
and teaches private piano lessons. Their children,
Vwhich as long ago as the part of Lynchburg, Va.,
Tel. 804-847-5619
Mark, 7, and Scott, 5, will be attending Lynchburg
1930's began to question the where I live, the Book- the time you count the
WF.
CUSTOM
PRINT
TEE-SHIRTS: using your
Christian Academy in the fall.
TOM SOULE
verbal inspiration of the mobile is where I go. leaders and teachers and
drawing,
design
or
desired wording.
Scriptures, the virgin birth of Every couple of weeks I everything, we have more
WE
PRINT
as
few
as
one
dozen to 1,000 dozen
lets me help him put
Christ, whether Adam was a come home with an arm- than 400 there.
TEE-SHIRTS.
My
Junior
Church
programs
together
of
books
real man, the devil a real per- ful
pastor,
Herb
Owen,
is
sometimes.
He's
got a
WF, PERSONALIZE TEE-SHIRTS- Seventeen types
biographies,
mysteries,
son, hell a real place, and
another
great
big
"who."
really
neat
way
of
having
Sunday morning, July 30, Thomas Road Baptist other basic fundamentals of science stuff, or whatever.
of lettering available.
Church sent out 33 buses and brought in 873 persons the faith.
Hours 10-9Diily
It keeps me busy, for one He really is - big, I mean. slides or film-strips going
He's a great guy, too. on a screen while he talks
Ask for Earl Denny
to Sunday school and church. This is a typical number
But, on the other hand, thing, while I wait for
for the bus ministry on any given summer Sunday, bus as fundamentalist churches Mom after school, since Knows so much. And he or the song leader leads,
director Gerry Wade said.
have grown, it has become a our Wildwood subdivision
greater strain on their pastors is too far from home to
to write their own cur- walk.
I guess you could say
riculum.
Dr. Jack Hyles, pastor of that my fifth grade
The Thomas Road Baptist Church Ladies First Baptist Church of schoolteacher, Mrs. Karen
Fellowship meets Monday, August 7, at 7 p.m. at the Hammond, Ind., realized McKinney, is one of my
this in the early 1970's. He important "who's." You
Lynchburg Christian Academy cafeteria.
TRBC charter member Nancy Gosdsey will be the dreamed of a joint effort see, she has to be a
featured speaker and Valerie Treadway will present a among some preachers to de- Christian, because I go to
Christian
program on puppets. She will also have puppet pat- sign a curriculum made to Lynchburg
order for the fundamentalist. Academy, with 800 kids in
terns for sale to ladies who enjoy sewing.
Dr. Truman Dollar, pas- it. So we get to have a
Organ music will be provided by Gary Lowe.
tor of Kansas City Baptist Bible class and do lots of
Temple, had the same dream special things that are kind
about the same time. The of like church.
When we first moved
two
pastors shared the dream
* * * * * * * *
at a conference. A lot of dis- to Lynchburg from up
cussion followed, and early near Concord, Mass., our
in 1977, Fundamentalist school put on a play I was
BOUQUET
Church Publications (FCP) in, called "Bicentennial
Christmas." The lady that
was born.
Currently, FCP is de- directs our plays is the
We on the Journal-Champion staff wish to express veloping a seven-year cycle same one that has charge
our thanks and appreciation to usher J.C. Brunner for of teaching manuals which of the college plays, so she
a job well done. Even though thousands walk through will take the student through knows a lot. Her name is
our church doors every week, brother Brunner every major area of the Bi- Mrs. Tobyann Davis. We
somehow manages to spot the visitors, have the an- ble. The manuals are books had a Thanksgiving play
swers to their questions regarding the church, give written for the teacher. They last year, and I had a little
directions to local restaurants and motels, and per- give encouragement and part in that - and part of
help to the teacher in adapt- our play got to be on
sonally usher them to the best seats available.
What makes a man take such keen interest in other ing the material to his stu- national television. No
people? Mr. Brunner's philosophy is taken from I dents, but the main idea is to kidding!
That's another "who"
Corinthians 10:31... "Whatsoever ye do, do all to the have the teacher master the
Bible before he even atin my life. . . my church.
glory of God."

ACADEMY 5TH GRADE STUDENT

Tom Soule Finds LCA Life Busy, Lists 'Who's'
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We've Got The Home That
You've Been Looking For..

LOOK NO MORE!
Here It Is... Modular Living

m

m

m

This is just one room of this beautiful home.
Stop by today. We have a home on display!!!

OWEN & BARKER
Offers You These Specials
For A Limited Time Only
Wheat (Certified Seed)
Arthur
$6.25 Bu.
Abe
$6.50 Bu.

Barley (Certified Seed)
Rapadian
$4.90 Bu.
Barsoy
$4.90 Bu.

Oats (Certified Seed)
Salem
$3.55 Bu.
Windsor
$4.55 Bu.

Rye

• We offer a complete line of double and single wide mobile homes.
• Farmer's M Home Loans available. Payments are based on your
income. All you do is move in
• We are the only mobile home dealer in Lynchburg offering this
fantastic opportunity
• Includes: Land, well, septic tank, sidewalks, porches, landscaping
• VA loans also available
• Little or No down payment!
• Stop in or call me: Dan Dehass at

Common Rye $4.50 Bu.

Feed/Salt Brokers/Farm Supplies

WARDS MOBILE HOMES

Open 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Weekdays
1314 Jefferson St. Lynchburg, VA 24505 Tel. (804) 846-0313

i

4009 Wards Rd. - 29S
Lynchburg, Va.

Phone (804) 239-1632
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Vacationing Falwell Family
Enjoys Services With
Pastor Ed Nelson

From the
Counselling
Center
By WALLY MAJOR, M.ed.

say, "the half has not yet
been told." Dr. Nelson's
illustrative message on
"Assurance of Salvation"
was the best I've ever
heard on the subject. It
was exciting to Macel and
me to realize that the great
city of Denver is hearing
that kind of preaching
every week.

By JERRY FALWELL

Q. I have recently lost my wife. Though I am a
Christian, I feel like the saddest human being on earth
since she died. We would have been married for 23
years and I still love her very much.
Everywhere I go there are memories of her being
there, but she's not. I am so lonely that I would much
rather have Jesus take me home, to be with her, than
to live like this. How would God have me to pray for
or look at this sad situation?
A. It is never easy to accept the loss of those closest
to us. With such a loss, there is a tender spot which
never seems to completely heal. But the Lord is
gracious; His mercy and strength is adequate to
support us in all the trials of this earthly life. God's
grace will always prove sufficient, so you must learn to
rest in Him and look to His word for guidance.
Also, it is necessary to believe that no matter what
happens in your life, God is love. He loved you so
much that He gave His Son to suffer and die on the
cross to give you eternal life (John 3:16). You must
become convinced of this fact, and no matter what has
happened in the past or may happen in the future,
never forget that God loves you (II Corinthians 13:11).
It is also essential to remember that God never makes a
mistake; everything He does is for a purpose.
Through this past experience, God wants to accomplish a unique spiritual growth in your life, which
He could do in no other way. It will be easy to become
bitter and blame God, but use this circumstance as an
opportunity to grow closer to the Lord. Romans 8:2829 says: "And we know that all things work together
for good to them that love God, to them who are the
called according to His purpose. For whom He did
foreknow, He also did predestinate to be conformed to
the image of His Son." From these verses, you have
proof that God is in control and He is working in your
life to mold you into the image of Jesus Christ.
Q. I believe I accepted Jesus Christ as my personal
Savior when I was young. Now, 30 years later I am not
really sure. I cannot pray like I would like to. I even
pray for God to put the right words in my mouth.
When I cannot sleep I get on my knees and repeat the
sinner's prayer but God hasn't given me the feeling
that I am saved. I really want to be sure.
A. The assurance of our salvation is very important. God has provided salvation for each of us and
furnished us a home in heaven when we die. He
doesn't want us filled with doubt and fear. In I John
5:13, God tells us, "These things have I written unto
you that believe on the name of the Son of God; that
ye may know that ye have eternal life, and that ye may
believe on the name of the Son of God." Also, I
suggest you read II Peter 1:5-10. Look not so much at
the time you accepted Christ, but rather to your life
since you accepted Him to see if there has been any
change (II Corinthians 5:17). A Christian will bear the
fruit of the Spirit; love, joy and peace. He will have a
different attitude toward sin. A Christian will also
have a desire to keep from sinning and to please God.
After becoming a Christian, it is very important to
spend time daily alone with" "the Lord W? Bible study
and prayer. This is essential to have victory in our
Christian life. Fellowship with other* believers and
witnessing is very important to strengthen us and help
us grow.
'
You must also realize that salvation is not a feeling.
Salvation is faith based upon the fact that Jesus Christ
died on the cross 2,000 years ago and completed the
payment necessary for our sins when He was buried
and rose again on the third day. The Bible instructs us
that "without faith it is impossible to please God."
Feelings change so much from day to day that you
cannot base your salvation on the way you feel.

Our family spent the
month of July traveling
the United States in a
motor home. I flew home
on Sundays to preach at
Thomas Road and then
flew back to my family on
the vacation trail later that
day. We had a wonderful
time of physical and
spiritual refreshing.

relatives who are students
at Liberty Baptist College.
The people were so kind to
my wife. The Christian
courtesy and kindness was
spontaneous. A church is
usually a reflection of it's
pastor. My wife and I left
that church building glad
that we had attended the
service. We felt that South
Sheridan Baptist Church
was just plain "family".
Dr. Ed Nelsoiv is not
only a great preacher, he is
a gracious gentleman. He
has a lovely wife. His son,
John, is a real gem. He
has outstanding administrative ability. He
has trained a team that
knows how to do the job.
Bob Jones University, his
alma mater, can be very
proud of Ed Nelson. He is
a living example of what
Bob Jones University
produces.

A large crowd was in
attendance. There was a
real warmth in that place.
It was obvious to me that
God was present. Many
decisions for Christ were
recorded at the conclusion
of the message. Dr.
Nelson, as is his custom
every Sunday night,
baptized a number of new
converts following the
preaching of the Word.

One of the highlights of
our vacation was attending the great South
Sheridan Baptist Church
in Denver, Colorado. I
had preached that Sunday
morning, July 23, at the
Thomas Road Baptist
Church in Lynchburg. I
then took a commercial
flight across the country
to Denver. My family met
me at the airport there and
we drove to the South
Sheridan Baptist Church
just in time for the evening
service. As a matter of
fact, we were late. We did
not realize that the South
Sheridan service begins at
6:00 p.m. When my wife
and I walked in, all the
music and preliminaries
were over and Dr. Ed
Nelson, the wonderful
pastor of that church, was
just beginning to deliver
his message.

I was very impressed
with the beauty of the
sanctuary. It is easy to see
that a great deal of
thought and planning had
gone into the construction
of that lovely church.

ANNOUNCING...

How \Du Can Help
Clean Up America

I believe the greater
ministry
for
South
Sheridan Baptist Church
and Dr. Ed Nelson is yet
future. They have done a
great work. P.ut I believe
that Denver is going to
feel the impact of their
ministry as never before in
the years ahead.

Dr. Nelson has been
blessed with a wonderful
staff. After I led the
closing prayer, I had the
privilege of meeting his
co-workers. I have never
felt so much love and
warmth as the members of
South Sheridan Baptist
Church showered upon
me after the service. I
think I signed every Bible
in the building. I am
certain I shook just about
every hand.

For many years, I have
heard of the great work
God is doing in Denver
through the ministry of
Dr. Nelson. I have known
for years that he is one of
the giants of our
generation. But I must

Dr. Ed Nelson, Pastor of South Sheridan Baptist Chnrch

A NEW BOOK BY
Dr. Jerry Falwell

Coming out of the successful Clean Up America
Campaign. . . A book that every Christian needs.
This 96 page book tells how the people of
America can begin to clean up their nation.
•Read and act
•Pass on to your friends
•Use as a study tool in Sunday School
•Ideas on how you can change your neighborhood
Write for your copy today. It is free upon request.
However, your gift is appreciated to help meet
the expense of the Clean Up America Campaign.

I urge our friends in and
around Denver who are
looking for a good Biblebelieving, soul-winning
local church to visit South
Sheridan Baptist Church.
I don't believe you will be
disappointed.
God's
continued blessings upon
you, Dr. Nelson, your
staff and your wonderful
people.

A number of the
families told me that they
had sons, daughters, and

The Journal Champion expressses
thanks to advertisers and encourages
readers to patronize these businesses.

The smallest package is
a person all wrapped up
in himself.

i

JERRY FALWELL

P. O. BOX 1111

LYNCHBURG, VA 24505

* • *

No man ever did anything for God until He
came under the power of
the truth.

ATTENTION!

** *

The tallest man on
earth reaches heaven on
his knees.
** *

The greatest church in
history is yet to be built.
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VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
STARTS AUG. 7
Summertime is a fun
and learning time at the
Thomas Road Baptist
Church. In addition to the
regular programs and
activities of the church,
the excitement
of
Vacation Bible School is
just around the corner.
VBS will be here August 7
through August 11, from
8:30 to 12:00 each day.
Children ages 4 through
12 are invited to attend.

at 701 Thomas Road. All
children
should
be
brought to the Lynchburg
Christain
Academy
building at the church
complex.
The commencement
service exercises will be
held on Friday evening,

August 11, at 7:00 P.M. in
the main sanctuary of the
church. All parents and
friends are invited to these
exercises to view the
children and thier
achievements, and to meet
the teachers and leaders
who worked with the
children.
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Now ... Al Smith's
A unique program
following the Biblecentered theme: "Jesus,
God's Wonderful Gift"
will be presented by our
well-trained staff. The
entire community is invited to explore God's
plan through Bible study
and Bible discovery experiences. Craft work in
leather, wood, plaster,
and many other mediums
will all be part of the fun
and learning. Puppetry,
audio visuals, singing,
contests, games and
recreation will help fill
each day with excitement
and learning.
The
Directors
of
Beginners (Ages 4 and 5)
and Primaries (Ages 6, 7,
and 8) announce that all
early arrivals will become
involved immediately in
learning
activities
beginning at 8:00 A.M.
The children will be
directed to their classes
upon arrival at the church

Edited by T. R. Moore, Jr.

New Singing Classic'

Would you g i v e $ 1 . 0 0 for a good preaching sermon?

LIVING HYMNS

Here is your o p p o r t u n i t y to r e c e i v e not just

From the Founiii-r of "Singbpiraiion" anJ the compiler of the bckt M-llcr
"Irupirinx Hymns", comet a new HYMNBOOK which ik making music history.
and presenting a -i.mJ.irJ of excellence in content and beauty never before
attained in a church hymnal.
LIVING HYMNS it a wealth of inspiration in both words and music ... H)Z
pages, containing over 800 of the greatest hymns arid gospel songs of the ages,
from Fairest l.,.i.l U-sus to Fill My d i p , plus over SO all'time favorite gospel
choruses and 62 carefully selected responsive readings from the King James
Version. Printed on special bible type paper it is beautifully bound in almost
indestruclible"Buksyn"withtarnith-free gold stamping JIIJ is less than I' j inches
thick. LIVING HYMNS is the result of 10 years of research by Dr. Smith and a
gifted staff of assistants. Already hundreds
of Bible Believing Churches are using
and acclaiming LIVING HYMNS
— "ihe B*si ever!"

one

sermon, but t w e l v e ( l 2 ) per month for only $ 1 . 0 0
per m o n t h . That is less than 9< e a c h . You w i l l not
make any g r e a t e r i n v e s t m e n t than t h i s , w i t h

so

much in r e t u r n . ORDER TODAY! ONLY $ 1 2 . 0 0 per
year.

Br. SUM ol lit IIU, .ml uuility m.i.ruli. LI VING HYMNS toll, mure In piudutf ih.nulh.f
HvmnsU, this meieii we .annul uller tree
• nine. IS tKuicho «hi> win, ui. HOWEVER
»e " • uUfiUu • SPECIAL PRICE OK SJ.00
rOR ONE COPV. POSTPAID. M„ney man
•ccumpsn, aider .nil ihtmh ntmr mu.l be in.lulled 1 HANK YOU.
Your thuue ul lolorit
0 LIVING RED
0 AVOCADO
METALLIC
GREEN
BRONZE
u VIENNA BLUE

i
,
j
j
I
I
|
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I

THE BOOK MINISTRY, BOX 2 0 2 , B R I S T O L , V A . 2 4 2 0 1
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER!
Date-

Ship to.
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

Omi.hN...

AH^

Address.
P.O. Uraw.l A
For More information
MUDUOM. Pennsylvania laatu
write or call:

City

.State-

Zip
Code_
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DURING KOREAN SUMMER VISIT

LBC's A ngie Elwell 'Learns,'
Hamburgers Lose To Kimchee

Angie Elwell sings with LBC Chorale.

• Angie Elwell went to Korea with the
Liberty Baptist College Youth Aflame
Team, and she has returned with a dynamic
impression of Koreans.
"They are the most warm, generous
and giving people I think that I have ever
met. It seemed every time they met you,
they had a present for you," said Miss
Elwell who is a member of the LBC
Chorale that was invited into public and
private Korean schools to do Christian
musical concerts.
Miss Elwell and the Chorale learned to
speak some Korean before their trip June
4-July 5, but they picked up more of the
language while actually in Korea.
Their introductions were always in
Korean, and whenever it was needed, Dr.
Billy Kim of Korea did the interpreting.
When Miss Elwell said "Good morning!"
in Korean, the Korean children clapped
and were happy to hear an American speak
their language.
"We're having a wonderful time in
your beautiful country," Angie told them.
"But since we've come to Korea, we've
noticed many things are different. For one
thing, your language is very different, and
we have worked very hard to try to learn
your language. I like you very much."
After this the Koreans went wild with
applause, and she continued to point out
differences. "In America everyone eats

hamburgers. In Korea everyone eats
kimchee," she said. Kimchee is a dish of
garlicy hot cabbage which most Americans
don't like. Then she made a face and said
"delicious," and everyone laughed.
Miss Elwell, who is 5'8 inches tall and
blonde, also noted a difference between the
appearance of Americans and Koreans.
"We've noticed that you look different
than we do," she said, drawing an
imaginary line across the top of her head to
Dr. Kim who is considerably shorter.
"And no one here has blonde hair,"
she said, pointing out her own hair and
looking out to the dark haired Korean
children.
"But we have also noticed that many
things are the same wherever we go." said
the young vocalist who also traveled wit»the LBC group to Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Australia and Hawaii.
"Everyone everywhere likes to laugh
and be happy. Everyone everywhere likes
music. Everyone everywhere wants to be
free. We both live in free countries. But it is
possible to be free in your country, but not
free in your heart. You can be free in your
country, but still be a slave in your heart to
fear, worry or lonliness. But we have found
that when Jesus Christ comes into a person's life, he gives us freedom from all
these things."

After Angie said this, the LBC Chorale
sang "Living In Me," a song about the life
and wonderful freedom they have found
because Jesus Christ is living in them.
Also while in Korea, Miss Elwell
became aware of the political situation
there from Korean newspapers printed in
English and from the Koreans themselves.
At one high school, a principal addressed
the student body with two questions during
his introduction of the LBC students.
"How many of you are glad the Chorale is
here today," he asked in Korean. To this
they responded with a thunderous applause, Miss Elwell said.
"Dr. Kim interpreted the next question
to us. It was 'How many of you want the
Chorale to go back and ask President
Carter to leave the United States troops in
Korea?' " The response was even more
thunderous with waving of hands and
shouting.
"Until then, I had not realized just how
important our troops are to Korea. If they
are pulled out, Korea's military protection
will be cut way, way low, and the Korean
people fear a communist invasion."
Angie Elwell is a senior at LBC from
Rockledge, Fla. An English major, she
plans to work with churches in presenting
dramatic and musical programs. Her
ultimate goal is to write these types of
programs for churches.
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RONNIE DODD, 7, WATER-SKIER,
PUZZLE ANSWER

BROTHER LEARNING, TOO,

Congratulations to Brenda Brogan of Radford, Va.,
and Ann Sentell of Lynchburg for correctly answering
last issue's Bible puzzle. They will each receive a free
one year subscription to the Journal-Champion.
A correct response was also received from Mrs.
Marvin McBride, also of Lynchburg, though too late
for the prize.
The answer: Jonah's "Great Fish" (the whale).

LEESVILLE LAKE BUSY
Some boys like baseball.
Some enjoy tennis or football the most.
Ronnie Dodd, however, prefers water
skiing; and he believes other boys might
like it too if more of them had an opportunity to learn.
Ronnie, who is seven and a second
grader at Lynchburg Christian Academy,
learned to water-ski when he was four. But
three years ago, the Dodds were living in
West Virginia and Mr. Dodd was employed
as a building contractor.
"We never had to worry about Ronnie
being afraid of water, but we had to watch
him around swimming pools because he
would dive into the deep end before he had
learned to swim," Ronnie's mother,
Karen, told the Journal-Champion.
In West Virginia Mr. Dodd worked
four 10-hour days, and took every Friday
off to go to the lake with his family. It was
during one of these times that Ronnie
learned to water-ski. "Since Ronnie liked
the water so much, we put skis on him one
day to see if he could keep them on while
the boat pulled him along behind us. His
feet were so small, he had to wear tennis
shoes in order to keep the skis from coming
off," said Mr. Dodd who piloted the boat.
And what do you know! Little Ronnie
Dodd let the boat pull him up, and he
began skiing the first time out.
Now, at seven, Ronnie is the only boy
at Thomas Road Baptist Church his father
knows of who, at his age or younger, is
water-skiing. Ronnie's younger brother,
Jonathan, will turn four this year.
Ronnie says if you are four years old, or
if you're an adult who wants to water-ski
very badly, you must first of all not be
afraid of the water.'
"If I were teaching someone to waterski, I would tell him to bend his knees and
keep the skis together in the water. Then I
would say for him to put his hands and the
rope over his knees and to stay down and
let the boat pull him up. Then I would pull
him in the water slowly until he got used to
it, and could stand up," said Ronnie who
likes to ski far to the side of his father's
boat, an 18 foot tri-hull.
Ronnie enjoys going to Leesville Lake
with his parents. Often, he watches his dad

teach people from TRBC how to water-ski.
"But I don't ski as well as Ronnie can,"
said Mr. Dodd who taught Dr. Jerry
Falwell's administrative assistant Nelson
Keener how to ski this summer.
The Keeners went to the lake with the
Dodds and, for the first time in his life, Mr.
Keener put on a pair of water skis. He put
his hands and the rope over his knees, kept
the skis together in the water and let the
boat pull him up. "I learned the first
time," he said.

SAVE NOW AT
CANNON TOWEL OUTLET

Before moving to Lynchburg, the
Dodds taught a young married couple how
to water-ski. "They liked it so well, they
went out and bought a boat and ski
equipment that same afternoon and we saw
them with it the next day at the lake. We've
been friends ever since," Mr. Dodd said.
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The Dodds see water-skiing as an
opportunity to have fun with their friends,
and as a way to meet other people who
enjoy the same sport. It also affords them
time to be together as a family. Ronnie sees
it as a skill he would like to develop. Next
summer he plans to be skiing on one ski
instead of two.
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400 ACRES IN BEDFORD COUNTY

Johnson Develops Holyland, Plans Pyramids, Sphinx
By BOB HARRIS
The father had tears in
his eyes. He stared down at
his son, as the boy lay on his
deathbed. He had an incurable blood disease similar to
leukemia.
"Dad, I know I'm going
to die soon. But, Dad, I also
know Jesus Christ lives in
my heart. I know I'm going
to be with Him when I die.
And I'm not afraid, Dad. I'm
not afraid, because it won't
hurt. Death has no sting for
me. Dad," the son whispered.
"But, Dad, would you
please do one thing for me?''
Robert Johnson, tears
rolling down his face, looked
at his son Campbell. "What
would you have me do for
you, my son?"
"Dad, take all of this
land, this beautiful Virginia
soil we live on, and dedicate
it to the glory of the Lord
Jesus. Give it back to Him.''
So Campbell Johnson
went to be with the Lord in
Heaven. And Holy Land
U.S.A. was born.
Robert Johnson, a wealthy businessman in Bedford,
bought 400 acres of land five
miles southwest of his city
one day about 15 years ago.
He planned to live there in a
farmhouse with his family —
his wife Jennie and son
Campbell.
From the emotion-filled
experience of Campbell's
death emerged the idea of
constructing a nature
sanctuary which would be a
replica of the real Holy Land
in Israel.
The sign at the entrance
says, "Holy Land U.S.A.—
A Nature Sanctuary Dedicated to All Those Who Love
God's Creation."
And since its inception
five years ago, for literally
scores of thousands of
people, it has been a place of
deep spiritual blessing.
For some, like 23-year-

But I haven't even_
gotten to th^e most" irh~
portant "who's" in my
life, my folks*»My dad,
Roger Soule, is a pretty
important person at
Liberty Baptist College
which is another part of
our church. He's the
Chairman of the Physical
Education Department
and he knows a lot about
sports. His favorite sport
is golf, and already my big
brother, Steve -- he's 14 -knows how to play golf
real well. I'm 11, so I'll
learn soon. Steve's in high
school and plays on the
Academy golf team.
Mom (her name is
Janet) is the greatest - a
pretty blonde with wavy
hair. And I can hardly
wait till I grow one-half
inch more. Then I'll be as
tall as she is - 5 feet 3 '/z!
My hair is like hers, only
not wavy. Mom's a very
important person at the
Academy, and all day long
kids are going and coming
from her office. She's the
school nurse. Some days
she might have more than
20 patients with all kinds
of aches and pains or cuts
and scratches or fevers.
Some days only a few kids
might go to her clinic. She
makes sure all the kids
have the shots they need,
and she gives tests for
their eyes and ears to see if
everyone is okay.
Being in our family,
Steve and Betsy (my kid
sister, only 9) and I have
lived close to some pretty
interesting places. When
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Tourists visit Golgotha and the Empty Tomb in Bedford.
old Willie Bennett of
Richmond, coming to Holy
Land U.S.A. meant finding
the Lord Jesus Christ as
Saviour, and being called
into full-time Gospel ministry. He now is studying to be
a preacher to his people —
blacks — in Richmond.
For 80-year-old Mary
Green of Greensboro, N.C.,
coming to Holy Land
U.S.A. on a charter bus with
her local senior citizens'
group meant experiencing

the joy and blessing of being
at a place almost exactly like
the actual land where Jesus
walked — and seeing it with
her own two strong eyes.
Mrs. Green has never worn
any kind of glasses, even in
her old age.
For 18-year-old Juanita
Sexton, a deputy sheriffs
dispatcher from Wythe
County, Va., coming to
Holy Land U.S.A. meant
climbing Mount Calvary,
touching the nails on the

cross which pierced the
hands and feet of her
Saviour.
When they come,
tourists are greeted by
Robert Johnson, a whitehaired, tender-hearted man
who cannot help but weep
when he talks about what
Jesus did for him. His is a
personality of humility; he
never mentions that he personally owns the land that is
now called Holy Land
U.S.A. He says it is God's
land, and the people's land,
and he welcomes anyone to

Tom Soule: Learning Exciting
Continued From Page 3
of the league. Didn't lose
a single game! In case you
never played soccer, it's
kinda like football,
because you kick a ball.
But the ball is round, and
you can't touch it at all
with your hands, unless
your're the goal-keeper.
And once the team is out
there playing, they play
the whole game, with no
substitutes coming in.

Holy Land U.S.A. is
real Israel to help make Holy
area.
constantly
expanding. Under
Land U.S.A. an even better
For the walking tour, a replica of therealthing.
construction now are a re$2 donation per person is reOther guides have been plica of Egypt — complete
quested. A $3 donation per
Don Crain, Gary Elmore, with pyramids and a sphinx
person is requested for the
David Arlington, Dale Ken- — and a multi-purpose
hayride, with a minimum renedy, Ricky Stafford, Jim three-story building, which
quirement of 39 riders.
Skinner, Wayne Regl, and will provide overnight camping and retreat facilities.
Guides actually are stu- Robert Farnsworth.
dents of Liberty Baptist
Seminary in Lynchburg,
who live in a two-story house
on the land free of rent and
utilities in exchange for their
service as guides.
Chief among the guides
Special Music With A Message
is Jerome Swank, who is in
his third year at LBS. He also
Tourists then journey is a member of the Old-Time
CONTACT:
through the main route, Gospel Hour Choir at
Lynchburg, Virginia
Rick & Rosemary Wilhelm
which takes them some three Thomas Road. He and
(804) 239-3050
J
4904
Sycamore
Place
miles across the land. They Robert Johnson have made
see the Trees of Adoption, pilgrimages together to the
Zaccheus' sycamore tree,
Jericho, Mary's Well at
Cana, the Sea of Galilee, the I
Jordan River, the Upper)
Room, Calvary, the Empty,
Tomb, the Mount of |
Olives—and other sights.
There is >a Shepherd'sl
Field, containing a flock of
sheep and goats and geese
and donkeys and mules
WE NEED HOMES
which greet the visitors as |
they travel through.
We will do all the work. Just open your home one
The Upper Room used tol
hour each week for neighboring boys and girls to
be a still house, where during
hear the Gospel and be trained in the word of God.
the Prohibition and even I
since then, in the seclusion, |
WE ALSO NEED TEACHERS
the land was used to manufacture bootleg alcohol.
You will be provided w jth all materials and inJohnson likes to point out]
struction on how to start and teach a club.
how God is now using the|
land, instead of Satan.
Tourists come prepared I
If you can help us by teaching or merely opening up your home
to go out on their own, and
contact:
be their own guides — for
which there is no charge —
Scotty Lovelace
GOOD NEWS
or they schedule a guided]
239-9281 ext. 27
tour.
CLUB
or
l
There are two types ofl
TODAY
845-0404
guided tours. One is the
walking tour, in which the
guide travels by foot with the
"Wow, this is the best
rest of the group through the
day of the whole, week!'
main tour area. The second is
the old-fashioned hay ride, in
which two wagons are
hooked up to a pick-up truck i
which transports the tourists!
and the guide through the

come there at any time.
The visitors begin their
tour with a song service in
the Chapel of the Lord's
Prayer, an old barn which
has been renovated.
Clustered throughout the
barn are antiques — ox carts,
hand plows, cider makers,
corn cribs — which Johnson
has collected over the years.
The antiques often remind
older visitors of a simpler
time in their own lives, when
they themselves used such
farm tools.

we study about the
American Revolution, at
least Steve and I can
remember some things we
saw up there close to
Boston, places most kids
only read about in history
books.
Well, you guessed it I left the most important
"Who" till the very last.
I've really known about
Him all my life, because
.my folks are such good
Christians and they always
pray with us every night.
But I was five years old

when, one night at prayer
time, I asked Jesus to
come into my life.
He did, tot. I'm not
sure what He plans for me
to do when I grow up. But
right now, He Veeps me
pretty busy. Tve been
taking piano lessons for
going on three years, and
I've been singing for
church programs since I
was a little kid.
And this summer,
Pastor Herb Owens has
plans for the Junior
Church singing group.

We've been practicing a
kind of musical play called
"The Best You Can Be."
Down at Treasure Island
Youth Camp we get to
sing that musical once a
week for the campers.
(That's not all: we get to
go swimming, too -- and
I've already passed my
Advanced Beginner Badge
Red Cross course!)
Like I said, it's who
you know that counts.
And because I know all
these important "who's,"
I'm bound to be "the best
I can be!"

HOW TO GET TO HEAVEN GOD'S WAY
If you were going to a far away city in another state where you had
never traveled, you would not ask someone's honest opinion how to arrive
there. You would get a road map. The Bible is God's road map to heaven.
Here is God's wonderful plan of salvation explained. Take advantage
of this golden opportunity. The destiny of your soul is at stake. What
a horrifying thought to land in that terrible place of retribution called
hell, screaming with lamentable cries for one drop of water to cool
your tongue.
God loves you regardless of your past (John 3:16). He is no respect
of persons (Rom. 2:11). The Lord is not willing that any should perish
(II Peter 3:9). Jesus tasted death for every man (Heb. 2:9).
We mnerueJ a sin nature that separated us from God (Rom. 5:12).
". . . out of the heart of men, proceed evil thoughts, adulteries, fornications, murder, thefts . . . blasphemy, pride . . . " (Mark 7:21).
Our Saviour paid our sin debt in full. "For Christ also hath once
suffered for sins, the just for the unjust, that he might bring us to
Go J . . . " (I Peter 3:18).
You must receive Christ, and He will save you (John 1:12; Rom. 10:9).
Please kneel and pray: "Dear Lord, be merciful to me a sinner. I have
sinned against Thee. I repent of all my sins. By faith I receive the Lord
Jesus Christ as my personal Saviour. Forgive me for all my sins and give
me assurance I am now saved. In Jesus' name. Amen. "
Write for follow-up material on how to be a successful Christian.
I DATE OF DECISION.
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OPERATION OUTREACH ^
A Program for Church
Growth and Discipleship
Materials for Training Laymen:
•Soul-Winning
•Follow-up With New Christians
•Training New Members
•Total Membership Involvement
This is a program that has worked for Faith
Memorial Church.
»
This has quadrupled attendance, doubled
membership and quadrupled offerings in four
years.
This program will work for your church.
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Book Review: Missionary Stories

Orientals Responsive To Gospel
Continued From Page One
college students to help, they mainly visited
public schools, detention centers, and held
youth rallies — whereas SMITE'S ministry was
in church services.
The youth culture varied from country to
country, Luff observed.
For instance, in Korea, the youth love
America. "They almost worshipped us," Luff
said. "They just wanted to touch the kids. Our
kids were mobbed every time we finished a
concert; we had a hard time getting back to the
bus. They wanted to get our kids' autographs.''
Koreans also were disciplined and wellbehaved, and had very high moral standards.
Thus, they not only responded well to the
Christian message, but they held a deep respect
for any kind of leadership. The young people
would bow to preachers — even non-churched
youth would bow. They bowed to Luff many
times.
Thirdly, a strong influence by Christian
missionaries the past 100 years has given Korea
the highest percentage of Christians in the
Orient — 18 percent of the population say they
are born-again, as opposed to less than 1 percent in Japan. That makes for 8,000,000 saved
people in South Korea alone.
"I personally was not in one church in
Korea that I didn't sense a deep, spiritual atmosphere," Luff explained, "even in the
mainline denominations. People in Korea
come to church hours before the service
starts—just to pray. They sing with gusto; the
, preaching is strong and powerful."
Consequently, Koreans are very responsive. In a very typical invitation, between 30
and 40 percent of the congregation will respond. And in Korea, this means they raise
. their hands three separate times — an indication they know what they are doing. There is
never any snickering or irreverence during a
Korean invitation—it's always a very solemn
response.
But in China, people are not as receptive.
China is still very strongly Buddhist, and current American policies toward Taiwan are turning the Taiwanese against us, Luff said.
Furthermore, American missionaries have
not done the job in Taiwan. The average church
attendance there is only 40, as opposed to
thousands in Korea. "The traditional approach
, to missions is not cutting it in Taiwan," Luff
said. "They haven't gone after the masses, the
millions in the ultra-modern cities. Their ministry is to the few poor people still out in the rice
paddies." /
He mentioned that Taipei City, the capital

Continued From Page One
merely done what many people try to do in
all kinds of medicine~to help nature."
The birth was hailed by British
specialists as a major breakthrough. This
would mean that women who are now
unable to have babies because of defects in
their physical makeup, might be able to
give birth.
But even in the wake of s-c/; accomplishments as the "test-tubv oaby," 0
there are many fundamental I»ible doctrines brought in question. Will scientists
someday create life? Will there someday be
a human laboratory lined with glass tubes?
each carefully marked boy, girl, brown
hair, blue eyes, and so on? Will the science
of the future allow men to select what tubes
of eggs should be fertilized and what ones
should be thrown into the garbage? And
what about race selection? With the rising
fervor of the neo-Nazis in the United
States, maybe the laboratory could be the
place to plant a superior race!
To these disturbing questions, God's
Holy Word brings us many comforting
answers. In Genesis 1:1 the Bible says, "In
the beginning God created the heavens and
the earth." That is, He created what is in
existence now from nothing! He is the only
one that has ever created, or could create,
in such a manner. In fact, John 1:3,
speaking of God incarnate, declares, "All
things were made by him; and without him
was not anything made that was made."
The Christian need not worry about a
scientist creating life in a test-tube; only
God can create life.
It would be well for us to remember
that birth is a holy thing. "Sanctify unto
me all the first-born, whatsoever openeth
the womb among the children of Israel,
both of man and of beast: it is mine •••
(Exodus 13:2). Doctor Luke was constrained to write "as it is written in the law
of the Lord, every male that openeth the
womb shall be called holy to the Lord
(Luke 2:23). Many applications find
themselves in this Old Testament principle,
but we as people of God today need to be
aware of how God Almighty has treated
and sanctified the first opening of a
woman's womb-a practice that today
seems to be as mundane as shopping in the
local market.
The Bible also speaks to the question of
so-called "race selection." Should we open
the womb for the strong and beautiful but
shut the womb to the weak, the ugly, the
short or the unfortunate? And what about
the loving wife who would like to have
children but cannot? Little Louise Brown
was not even washed at General Hospital
before women anxious to have "test-tube"
babies jammed the hospital's switchboard.
The loving King David, a man after God's
own heart, would not have been a popular

By Marie Chapman
Book Review
Twelve Who Cared, by
Dorothy Clarke Wilson;
Christian Herald Books,
1977; $6.95.

Gordon Luff and Korean 'Friend'.
of Taiwan, with 4.5 million residents, has virtually no missionary work.
Hong Kong is much more Westernized and
more capitalistic than the other Oriental cities.
Hong Kong residents co-exist with the Red
Chinese, who operate banks in the city and look
to Hong Kong for their main source of currency.
Consequently, there is no anti-Communist
activity in Hong Kong, and immorality, material aims, and weak family ties dominate the
lives of the people.
But this makes for a wide open door to the
Gospel, Luff says, especially because there are
so many people and the city doesn't know what
to do with them.
Right now, because of the population density, 7,000 people live in a single building in
government housing projects. Six to 14 people
occupy one room; 100,000 human beings live
on a single city block.
The government is receptive to any church
projects — if the church will provide some aid
for the people living there, such as camps,
counseling centers or recreation centers. And,
to some extent, the government will even pay
for a church youth camp, Luff says — just
because it's there helping the people.
Australia has an affluent, Western culture.
People there are very proper, very British —
and very prosperous.

Australians are quite skeptical of Americans. "They feel we have our hands out for
their money," Luff said. "They were surprised
when we gave them back all our offerings, and
they were impressed to hear that we are supporting Rick Sirico's salary for a year."
Spiritually, Australia is dead. But Youth
Aflame members discovered many Australians
want a change — as if they were waiting for
someone to come show them a better way.
"The church we were in did a complete
turnaround in one week," Luff said. "They
had 200 saved in that single week."
Hawaii is the crossroads to the Orient, and
yet there are still many people even on the
island of Oahu who have to have the concept of
God explained to them.
Hawaii would make an excellent training
center for Oriental missionaries, according to
Luff. Its military bases, state prison, juvenile
detention centers, and shopping malls welcome
Christians holding meetings.
The biggest item the Youth Aflame team
brought back with them was a burning desire to
do something for God in the Far East. Half of
the group who went with Luff — which included the Liberty Baptist College Chorale and
members of the Youth Aflame Singers, Festival Singers, Your Kind of People, and a puppet
team — have begun to feel God speaking to
them about missions overseas.
Last year's trip was what spurred the Hales
and Rick Sirico to action, and Gordon Luff
happily expects more of the same in the months
to come.

breathtaking beauty, a
trip through this book
makes the reader exclaim,
"I've got to get the books
about these people and
read in greater depth
about their lives. This is
great, but I want to spend
time there!"
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•Emergency Service- Any Hour
Any Day |
Electrical Maintenance
%
/ Repair Work
§
104 Salem Dr. Forest 525-8147 §

Home Ownership Impossible?

man had he written in the ears of the world
today, "Lo, children are an heritage of the
LORD: and the fruit of the womb is his
reward" (Psalm 127:3). Six times in the
Bible God says that he alone formed and
made man in the womb of a mother (Job
31:15 twice, Psalm 139:13; Isaiah 44:24;
49:5). It is not man's business. It is God's!
Four times God declares that he alone shut
the womb or opened it (Genesis 29:31,
30:22,1 Samuel 1:5,6, Isaiah 49:5).

There is a solution . . .
Today's housing market is characterized by rising construction
costs and interest rates. These two factors working together have
made home ownership difficult, if not impossible. We at FORDGARBEE feel we have a solution to this problem:

According to Giles Ecclestone,
secretary of the Church of England's
Board for Social Responsibility, the testtube birth is an advance in meeting the
great problem of women who are partners
in childless marriages. "As such I welcome
it," he said. The procedure could involve
use of scarce medical resources that could
be used for the care of the aged or mentally
handicapped.

"THE EATON" (Various models to choose from)
i'i'

Ecclestone, the church of England
spokesman, said, "It (the birth of the
Brown baby) should not be sensationalized? as though scientists were
proposing to supercede the ordinary
pattern of human life, or as, though man
was defying God. The development of
fertilization of the human ovum outside the
womb clearly represents a major advance
in medicine. Like other advances, it raises
moral questions which go beyond the limits
of medical ethics, narrowly considered. For
Christians, these must be considered in the
light of belief in God's purposes for men
and women."

x
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We have planned ahead and have arranged financing which we feel is very favorable.
Typical case (if you qualify)
Price
$35,000.00
Down payment
$ 1,000.00
Loan balance
$34,000.00—financed for 30 years at 8%

CAMBRIDGE
has a new
large-print
Bible bound in
regal Antique
French Morocco
leather

Payment—P & I
Real Estate Tax Escrow
Ins. Escrow
Total

$
$
$
$

249.36
30.00
8.00
287.36

We aje building new homes at LONG MEADOWS subdivision.
For Information on "Long Meadows" Contact:

At only $25.95
it's a value that's
hard to beat.
King James Version
Marbled Crimson •
Marbled Indigo • Black
SEE IT AT:

Style 84XKL

Christian Book Shop
iy-WadsworthSt.
Lynchburg, VA 24501

You get not one but
twelve exciting condensed
missionary biographies in
this volume of an author's
reminiscences. Here is
Wilson's autobiography,
itself filled with inspiration and challenge,
showing God's step-bystep leading of a pastor's
wife into a ministry of
writing. That ministry was
to take her over much of
the world while she was
researching in depth to
bring to life the stories of
some great Christians of
the past and to share the
stories of some who still
serve in remarkable ways.
Included are the stories
of the late Dr. Ida
Scudder, founder of the
great hospital in Vellore,
India, and of Dr. Mary
Verghese and Dr. Paul
Brand, still literally
bringing miracles to pass
there through restorative
surgery on the hands and
feet of lepers.

Wilson's books 'not
only have the ring of
authenticity, they are as
authentic as months of
research and mountains of
notes and thousands of
miles will make them.
Like a vacation trip
through multiplied sites of

Across liom Pittman Plaza
Tel. 845-9056 & 846-fao7l>

FORD-GARBEE & CO., UNfC. REALTORS
John L. Swann or Austin Salmon
528-4040

1
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Incrtait Your Soul-Wlnnlng Potential About »0%.

DR. ABRAHAM: PLANTER IN INDIA
whole population - have
professed Jesus Christ as
their Lord and Saviour.
Since Hinduism is
firmly ingrained in the
minds of most of the
people, they many times
appear hardened to the
Gospel. "The first year
For Dr. Abraham, it was really terrible," Dr.
has been an uphill battle Abraham said, bemoaning
these past two years. So his lack of converts. "Yet,
far, his ministry is con- as we diligently continued,
centrated in southern
India, though he has a God has blessed. We have
vision for the whole seen many saved, and the
nation. But, of the joy that has flooded their
700,000,000 people who souls is quite obvious."
are cramped into that
Dr. Abraham did his
small subcontinent, only undergraduate
and
about 5,000,000 -- less master's degree work in
than 1 per cent of the India. He has two
meetings. In a short time,
the evangelist prepares a
crusade team to hold a
full-fledged
crusade,
sometimes with staffers
from
the Abraham
organization. And Dr.
Abraham supports the
evangelists financially.

Dr. CeDDanalil Thomas Abraham
With all the talk these
.days about Haiti and
Korea, one might think
Thomas Road Baptist
Church has no other
mission interests. Not
true. For the past two
years, Dr. Cheppanalil
Thomas Abraham, a
Liberty Baptist Seminary
graduate, has been busy
trying to conquer all of
India for Christ.

becoming more and more
diverse with each passing
day, is geared to the
establishment of New
Testament churches. He is
primarily a churchplanter.

He used the $38,000 to
help start 25 churches in
southern India. And he is
still building. His
organization now consists
of a crusade team, a music
His ministry is unique; team, a Baptist seminary
he was born in India, and which operates 12 months
a Bible
that gives him an edge for a y e a r ,
evangelistic work there. correspondence course
The government frowns similar to one offered by
on
any
o u t s i d e Moody Bible Institute, a
missionaries moving in Bible literature promotion
and trying to proselyte ministry ~ and what he
their primarily Hindu likes to call his "Christian
people; but a national sharing ministry."
doing the work, well,
that's another story.
Though he and his wife,
Alice, were the only ones
Thomas Road has in the beginning, the
supported Dr. Abraham Abraham organization
in many ways. Though now has 31 staff members.
India was burning in his The seminary now has 12
heart for quite some time, students, and the Bible
he had no financial literature
promotion
backing to return to his ministry is busy trancountry and witness for slating the Word of God
Christ. The seminary and and other Christian
the church both helped literature into the native
him raise nearly $38,000. Malayalam language.
What's more, Roscoe
Brewer and SMITE have
The "Christian sharing
tentatively planned to take ministry" trains inthe Internationals to India dividual evangelists to
next Christmas.
penetrate into one small
area of a village or a city,
Dr. Abraham's Indian visit the homes there, and
ministry,
t h o u g h start to hold prayer
••<•••'
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CARTWRIGHT'S CHURCH GROWS

StrideRite* fits your
baby for each stage of
foot development.

bachelor's degrees and a
master's in education. In
1973, after he moved to
America, he received a
Doctor of Education
degree from the University
of Maryland. He was
assistant professor of
psychology at Liberty
Baptist College while a
student at Liberty Baptist
Seminary from 1974 to
1976.

by J. O. GROOMS
Author of "TREASURE PATH
TO SOUL WINNING"
WERS PARADISE"- ' i ' J ^ Z S r
11 LESSONS ( M V I M S ) DESIGNED TO TRANSFORM YOUR SPIRITUAL L I F E .
11 LESSONS (*0 VERSES) DESIGNED TO PRODUCE A BURDENED HEART FOR
LOST SOULS.
(Great Commission will be burning In your soul attar completing these114 wttfcs of Itssons). Includes " T H E SOUL WINNERS NEW TESTAMENT SALVATION" -Scripture
Text compiled together In orderly fashion to maneuver you thru tht plan ot salvatlonevery thought outlined. (Ona lady ltd 17 to acctpt Christ In a one-week S.W. marathon
with this plan).
VALUABLE INFORMATION ON HOW TO WITNESS TO A LOST: Methodist, Luthtran,
Presbyterian, Episcopalian, Baptist, Catholic, and Jaw.
ACCORDING TO A ROLL TAKEN I N CHICAOO, Only 4% Episcopalian, 4%
Congregationalism 70% Luthtran, 50% Baptist, 1 % Methodist, 15% Presbyterian, believe
In a burning H t l l - T h o s t souls a r t lost-REV. 11:1.
ONLY A VERY SMALL PERCENT YOU CAN WITNESS TO WITHOUT T N I ABILITY
TO BRRAK THROUOH RRLIOIOUS BARRIBRS.

He has a goal for 1978.
By the end of this year, he
hopes to have 100
evangelists on the field in
India, helping to plant
new churches, and 50
students in the seminary
and Bible correspondence
course.

A gift of (1 t o f copies; S1.J0 each) C1*-lff SLMtacIl) (M-Sti M « each) ( t f r f t ; I 0 « tactt)
(MS par hundred) • plus J0« pestaaa I f a w copy ana) l « each additional copy.

TREASURE PATH TO SOUL WINNING INC.
Phone a04-23*-45M

BexllM
Lynchburg, Virginia 14501
1 minute spot call • station t e station before 1:00 a m or all d a y

Grocery Values!
RICHF00D CLING

VAN CAMP'S

PEACH

Beanee

HALVES Weenees
"To Us-You're Special

Meat Values
FRESH CHICKEN

lb-

OSCAR MAYER COOKED

HAM

6-oi.
PKG.

M

i-ib.
CANS

99

P 3

Rolen
Trsfji

I

WAFER THIN OR
REG. SLICED

1 lb.
PKG.
,

OSCAR MAYER MEAT OR BEEF o* PIP LOAF
OI

Bologna

I COnO SALAMI
8 - o i . PKG.

JESSE JONES MEAT OR BEEF

83*
«-,

,—

CHICKEN LEGS m

-m-m

FRANKS m M

09
C

5 69

Sausage

l

lb

Chicken Wings
FRESH

1HBJ1 jejJBjjt

FRESH!

.79*

I LIMIT l W I T H 1 / 5 0 OR
MORE PURCHASE
I EXCLUDING BONUS

Shells Juice
CM

W

CHARMIN
E PURCHASE
I EXCLUDING B0NU
FEATURES

PACK

W

12
PACK

[

WESSON
38-oz.
BOT.

BATHROOM TISSUE

MINUTE M A I D ORANGE

99

•J •

VEGETABLE OIL
FEATURES

Jk

f Frozen Food & Dairy J
RICHF00D PIE

Produce

m

GREAT GROCERY VALUES!
RICHF00D

RICHFOOD

BlackeyePeas

S99* * *

Corned Beef

,89*

FRESH CRISP CALIFORNIA ICEBERG

LETTUCE

39*

Advanced Walkers

VIRGINIA HOME GROWN

by StrideRite

mam Coleman

OPtN
FHIDAVNITSS

s h o o s - —~-~ -—~ "~—

SI6 M -IN b I i VNUiBUHO VA 24606IUU4ID46 bUb/

COLEMAN CHARGE

„„^_«
HEAD

^ a r

mm*

Vienna Sausage & 3 3

v

BJBH .fjBBfc

POTATOES
ZEST BATH SIZE

I

29 c>
'

1

I

BWssTJkssl'J*^

,£qq«

BAR SOAP
MOUTHWASH

SIGNAL

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

% B # "JJa#

J*

firSB*
m

99

SPAGHETTI
CANS

RICHI00D INSTANT MASHED

SAUCE

FRANCO AMERICAN

jaaaj. jaBjk, J ^

199*

TOMATOES
"FIRM 4 FULL
OF FLAVOR

* m

O

PET ICE CREAM

Mothers love the way they're made

89

SMITHFIELD BACON

Sol 4 3

SANDWICHES
$f,19

starting to walk, and actively walking.

8-oi.
CANS

IH-.TJ?]

SI 23

BREAST

PKGS.
OF 2's

Shoes for babies learning to stand,

I

KING'S FIRST FOR SUPER VALUES

HILLSHIRE FARMS MEAT OR BEEF SMOKED ( £

Rev. John Cartwright, Liberty Baptist Seminary
graduate and former Liberty Baptist College head
football coach, is pastor of the Calvary Independent
Baptist Church in Norwood, Pa. He reports that God
is wonderfully blessing the ministry there.
According to Rev. Cartwright, people have been
saved every week for almost a year. Attendance is
averaging over 168 and many are being baptized.
Pray for the Cartwrights and the ministry God has
given them as they attempt great things for Him.

"SOUL-WINNERS
PARADISE"

DOUBLE
S&H
GREEN
STAMPS
ON
TUESDAY

JBBJk. ^ B * J U

ar99*

PRICES EFFECTIVE JULY 30-AUGUST 5
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NFVP.R GAVE TO CHI IRCH OF SATAN

Ray Kroc,Mr. Big Mac,Believes In Family
By BRENDA
EASTERLING
Quality, service, value
and cleanliness.
These are the attributes
of McDonalds hamburger
franchises across the
United States, and these
are the attributes of
McDonalds owner Ray
Kroc who started the
business when he was 53years-old.
Mr. Kroc is now
considered one of the five
richest men in the United
States. He has based his
business on and his
dedication
to
the
American family, and
gives generously to cancer
research
and
civic
foundations.
In spite of his generosity
coupled with success, this
man who is responsible
for the sale of more than
25 billion hamburgers is
also the target of a rumor.
This rumor could thwart
the sale of Big Macs
enough to place the
clientel of McDonalds into
the lap of
another
business, said McDonalds
manager of corporate
communications
Doug
Timberlake.
The
rumor
which
started last August and
keeps popping up in
different parts of the
country goes something
like this: Someone knew
somebody who knows
somebody else whose
friend knows someone
who says they saw Ray
Kroc on a television talk
show which varies from
"Good
Morning,

America"
to
"The
Tonight Show." They say
the host of the show asked
Mr. Kroc what he attributes his success to and
that he answered that he
tithes from 10 to 35 per
cent of his total income to
the church of Satan," Mr.
Timberlake said.
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always refers to his having
to rely on strength from
God," Mr. Cooper said.
Mr. Timberlake has
personally approached 50
people who reported they
saw the television interview, but who, when
confronted
directly,
denied it. "Mr. Kroc feels
he is in the situation of
defending himself against
The
M c D o n a l d s a lie. It is like being asked,
executives were first in- 'Do you still beat your
formed of the rumor by wife?' If you answer 'no,'
some store owners in the the implication is that you
Bible Belt. As a result of used t o , " Mr. Timberlake
said.
the rumor, church buses in
Mr. Kroc has, however,
certain
areas
of
Oklahoma,
T e x a s , appeared on various talk
Arkansas, and Louisiana shows to discuss his book,
began refusing to stop at Grinding It Out, which
McDonalds. Boys who_, tells the story of Mcplayed baseball on Mc- Donalds. "There are
Donalds little league videotapes and written
teams were no longer transcripts of each show
allowed by their parents to Ray Kroc has appeared
play on those teams, said on, and at no time did Mr.
Kroc say anything or
Mr. Timberlake who is
intimate anything that
handling the malicious
remotely resembles that
rumor for Mr. Kroc.
kind of rumor," Mr.
Timberlake said.
The rumor is worse in
Because of this, Mr.
smaller communities, and
j^roc has decided not to go
has hurt business^ by as
on television and publicly
much as 15 per cent, store
defend himself against the
owner-operators report.
malicious rumor. Instead,
The McDonalds owner- he has chosen to write the
operator in Lynchburg, following letter:
Keyto Cooper, said the
rumor did not affect
"I
was
absolutely
business in Lynchburg.
appalled to learn of the
false allegation that my
" I didn't pay much personal funds, and those
attention to the rumor of McDonald's
Corbecause I knew Ray Kroc p o r a t i o n ,
had
been
would not make such a donated to the church of
statement. I've heard him
Satan. Such a donation
speak many times at would be contrary to the
conventions, and
he corporate contributions
IMMlIt
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policy of McDonald's and
to my personal beliefs.
"Please give my personal assurance to concerned
citizens"' and
religious and community
groups that this vicious
rumor
is completely
untrue and without basis
in fact.
"Although we have
only rumored reports of
the source of these
allegations, if you have
any information which
will aid us in locating the
person
or
persons
responsible, it would be

Phonr S2H-III2. |-,|. V)

Instructions

9

PRIVATE
PIANO
INSTRUCTION
for
beginning
students.
Competent,
qualified
instructor. Call Sharon
Davidson at 237-3817
Musical
Instruments
37
UPRIGHT
PIANO
$100.
Call
846-7535
after 5:00 p.m. or 2399281 ext. 33.
Help Wanted
50
NEED someone to do
yard work. Call C.R.
Pettyjohn. 384-8438

Film at LBC; James J. Pickering, instructor of TV at
LBC; Les Raker, manager of
a newly organized Christian
TV station in Manasses,
Va.; Dr. Harold Richards,
president of Bible Broadcasting Radio Network, a fun-

t AIR CONDITIONED
t COMPLETE BANQUET FACILITIES
F O R 10 UP T O 3 0 0 P E O P L E
t SWIMMING P O O L S
t D I R E C T T E L E P H O N E D I A L I N G AT
H O L I D A Y INN # 2
t ALL COLOR TELEVISION
t E X E C U T I V E and B R I D A L S U I T E S
t GULF TRAVEL CARD,
G U L F O I L C A N A D A , LIMITED
AMERICAN EXPRESS,
DINERS' CLUB,
CARTE BLANCHE,
B A N K A M E R I C A R D and
MASTER CHARGE
• CREDIT CARDS HONORED

The premise to which
McDonalds is committed
is the family. McDonalds'
dedication to the family is
to provide a quality
product and quick service
at good value in clean
surroundings.

11.00 per Vltnr *tl.

furniture Apt. is $185 a
month. Call Brenda at
528-4112 ext 49 or 2392897

Only minutes from TRBC" and LBC campus

H o m e s For

Sale

58

FOR SALE: 5 room
Brick, Ranch-style Home.
Fireplace, private drive.
$27,500. Call 847-0267
BRICK
RANCHER,
three bedrooms, kitchen
with separate eat-in area,
2 fireplaces, deck, carpet,
large front porch with
swing, air conditioning,
garden
area,
great
location. $56,000. Call
239-1801
' » • » • •

2 Locations
DIAL 846-6506
RT. 29 N. MADISON HTS.

IKK l
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Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

DIAL 847-4424
RT. 29 S. EXPRESSWAY
M M

m

Situations
Wanted
NEED 1 or 2 girls to
share a 2 bedroom apt.
Would need own bedroom

IIIIIIIIIMtlillllltltlllllllllllllllllllMllllI

instructor Michael Korpi
will be in charge of showing
the films.
Conference speakers will
include Dr. Elmer Towns,
editor-in-chief of publications at" TR*BC; Nelson
Keener, administrative assistant to Dr. Falwel] and editor
of Fundamentalist Church
Publications; Dr. Lindsey
Terry, assistant pastor of the
Northside Baptist Church of
Charlotte, N.C., who handles public relations for his
church; Don Norman, in
charge of broadcasting at
TRBC; Bruce E. Braun, director of The Old-Time Gospel Hour TV program;
Snyder, chairman of the division of Television-Radio-

greatly appreciated. And,
once we have identified
the source of these
irresponsible
and
malicious statements, we
shall immediately take
appropriate legal action in
accordance with our rights
under the law." -

CLASSIFIED

521 England Stove Works
m0*
1©
introduces . . .

damentalist Christian network which owns four stations across the country; and
Dr. Bill Anderson, head of a
film production company.
The Media Conference
will be held at the Thomas
Road location.

W m . F.. Sheehan

\
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SUPER MEDIA CONFERENCE
By BOB HARRIS
This year's Media Conference — part of Thomas
Road Baptist Church's Super
Conference Oct. 22-26 —
willbe attractive because of
its what-to-do and what-notto-do sessions.
Last year's Media Conference was quite a help to
those who attended, according to feedback received by
host Al Snyder.
Among the most helpful
elements of the conference,
according to attenders, were
the jam sessions featuring
people already involved in
church radio, television and
print ministries. They shared
with the audience — and
with each other — what
they've learned through experience. They also shared
how to avoid pitfalls and
mistakes.
"The purpose of the
Media Conference," Snyder
says, "is to help churches
not involved with TV, radio
and print ministries to get involved. But it is also to help
those already involved to
improve themselves."
WithT/ie Old-Time Gospel Hour as a laboratory,
Thomas Road can offer considerable expertise in this
conference.
Among the subjects covered will be: how to start a
radio orTV ministry, including staff, equipment and finances needed; how to produce a program; how to start
a radio or television station
in your area (which many
Chritfian groups are doing
these days); the jam sessions
with the experienced people;
and how to develop a church
public relations program and
printing ministry.
Dr. Jerry Falwell and
Snyder will be co-hosts of
the Media Conference. Dr.
Falwell will lead off the
workshops with an explanation of the various media
ministries — including TV,
radio and printing — at
TRBC.
Actually, Dr. Falwell's
opening address will be the
only combined workshop in
the conference. Other workshops will deal with TV,
radio, and printing separately, Snyder said.
A new feature this year a
room where current Christian films will be shown.
They will be auditioned for
the purpose of being rented.
Liberty Baptist College film

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW
FOR SUPER CONFERENCE
HOLIDAY INN

"The Liberty
Space Saver"
Custom crafted for your hearth
. . . also available \

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

Water Heating Attachment
In addition to savings on your heating bills, the stove
can save you money on your hot water bills! A special
water-heating attachment on this Englander stove can
reduce the cost of your hot water to just pennies per day.
It is designed to be installed by a licensed plumber.
Also, this stove can be attached to your baseboard hot
water heating system for additional savings.

"I will be on vacation until further notice."

Born Again
* .
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Carry-Out—
Chimney Kits
DURA-VENT

October 22-26
Thomas Road Baptist Church
Lynchburg, Virginia

@

MEDIA CONFERENCE
HOST:

Dr. Jerry Falwell
Al Snyder

SPEAKERS:

Dr. Harold Richards
Bruce Braun
Dr. Lindsay Terry
Les Raker

Bill Anderson
Nelson Keener
Dr. Elmer Towns
Rev. Don Norman and the Old-Time
Gospel Hour Media Staff

Writing
Graphics
Church Publications
Audio & Visual Equipment

Radio Ministries For The Local Church
Cassette Ministries For The Local Church
Church Promotion & Public Relations
Television & Film Ministries

SUBJECTS:

The SUPER CONFERENCE will be seven packed conferences all in one. Watch the next
issues for focuses on these conferences.
Ladies Conference

•

Money & Management Conference

•

Pastors Conference

YES! Plan on me for the Oct. 22-26,1978 SUPER CONFERENCE!

Dura-Black
Drip-Free
Stovepipe Kits
Rememberthat the smokepipe
provided with your fireplace
or stove is not insulated and
must be positioned at least
18" from walls, paneling, or
other combustibles. It should
not be enclosed.
DURA-CHIMNEY, which
connects to the smokepipe,
and passes through walls, ceilings and roofs may be enclosed
with a 2" clearance to combustibles

Registration fees: $33.00 per married couple
$22 00 per adult
Make checks payable to Thomas Road Baptist Church
AMOUNT ENCLOSED S

will pay at conference
Age

Miss
Phone
State

j DURA-VfeflTcOHP

Stove Works, Inc.

Dealerships available in certain areas.
Mail inquiries to: England Stove Works Inc.
P. O. Box 206
Monroe, VA 24f*74

Lynchburg, Virginia

Y o u r Local E n g l a n d e r D e a l e r :
E N G L A N D ' S STOVE STORE
Route 2 9 South

Zip

Position

Mail to Jerry Falwell, P.O. Box 1111, Lynchburg, VA 24b0b
ATTN. Super Conference

Rhone: (HO-ii^N-oiio

O p e n M o n . , T u e . , T h u r s . , Fri., 1 p . m . - 9 p . m .
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Closed Wed.
Bob Heinlein, M a n a g e r

• '

Tel. 23? 1296
3.6 miles south of airport e n t r a n c e
Wi Kuaranltt HUT ilmt I'/ lb, miyiiul WW /"' /'/i t\<tpl ihi puinl. britki. .;«./
htfiutt
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Incoming Frosh Pat Sole:
Champion, Olympic Prospect

Wrestler Pat Sole signs 4-year scholarship with LBC as Coach Bob Bonheim (right)
and parents, Dale and Virginia Sole, look on.
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Referee signals TD for LBC's Kim Raynor last season.

By Kevin Keys
All too often when it
comes time for someone
outside of our vast
organization to write
about us the end result is
not favorable. In most
cases what is written is not
done purposely, but rather
because of a lack of
understanding of our total
ministry and its goals.
Such is not the case with
an article written by Dave
Poe in the Parkersburg
News, Parkersburg, W.
Va. The story is reprinted
here for a dual purpose.
The writer did an extremely fair job of
presenting the views of
Liberty .BaptistsCollege
and also revealed the
unbelievable potential for
Pat Sole. Pat recently signed a
grant-in-aid with LBC
much to the pleasure of
head wrestling coach Bob
Bonheim. Sole will be
wrestling in the 118 pound
weight class for the
Flames.

RECRUITS 'STRONG'

Continued From Page One
With the substantial
recruiting job that the
Flames' coaching staff has
done the upcoming year
could be a profitable one.
Even with the noticeable
upgrading of the schedule
hopes of bettering last
season's mark of 3-7 seem
realistic.
The Flames only lost
one player to graduation
last year. Scott Goetz was
the last of the original
Flames and made the
switch from defensive to
offensive line in his final
year of competition. He
was the 1977 team captain
and was selected to the
1977 Churchman's AllAmerica second team.
Kim Raynor will be
returning to Liberty's
backfield after a record
shattering 1977 campaign.
Kim's rushing statistics,
1,112 yards, placed him
second on the NAIA
overall rushing list. He
was also selected to the
Churchman's All-America
second team. Raynor, a
junior who spent his
freshman year as a
defensive back, will be
joined in the backfield by
Dave Anderson. Anderson, a senior, will be
looking forward to a very
productive year after
injuries sidelined him last
season.

Among the other
players who should figure
highly in the Flames'
fortunes in 1978 are
quarterbacks Glenn Inverso and Steve Patterson
who were both considered
starters last season. They
will bring much ability
and talent to their
position.
Steve Kearns was the
leading receiver for
Liberty in 1977 with 537
yards in 23 catches and
seven touchdowns. He
will be joined by Mark
Phillips who sat out the
1977 season. Phillips was
the leading receiver for the
Flames in 1975 and 1976
as well as being the alltime leader at LBC with
1,084 yards.
Rupert Wright should
be the anchor that holds
the offensive line together
this year. He will be joined
there by a number of good
players. The Flames will,
in all probability, be
fielding their biggest and
strongest lines in the
history of the school.
Dave Hertzler, who
was the 1977 defensive
back of the year, Rod
Gladfelter and Jeff Wolfe
will all be returning to the
defensive backfield. All
are proven players from
the 1977 campaign.

Many players who
have not been mentioned
here will make substantial
contributions to the
Flames in 1978. That
aspect of sports, player
potential, is what makes
athletics such a compelling
pastime.
There always seems to
be that player who strives
beyond all coaching
expectations and performs
above all pre-season
projections to become one
of the pivotal players in
the team's successful
season. That is the dream
that will fill the minds of
the athletes who attempt
to play for Liberty Baptist
College this year. It could
be the smallest or the
biggest or someone in
between, but it will, in all
probability, be someone.
The 1978 Flames' football
schedule follows.
September: 1, University of
Dayton at Dayton, Oh.; 9, Mars
Hill College at Lynchburg, .Va.;
16, Catawba College at Lynchburg, Va.; 23, Bowie State
College at Bowie, Md.; 30,
Gardner-Webb College at
Boiling Springs, N.C.
October: 7, Hampden-Sydney
College at Lynchburg, Va.; 14,
Bridgewater College at Roanoke,
Va.; 21, St. Paul's College at
Lawrenceville, Va.; 28, LeniorRhyne College at Lynchburg,
Va.
November: 4, Ferrum College
at Lynchburg, Va. This is the
Homecoming game.

Wallaway Lounger
by BERKLINE
Your room never loses space with Wallaway.
Place it just IW from the wall and lie back in
the full-recline position. Leather-like vinyl over
super scft foam cushioning gives you the ultimate in comfort. Other styles and covers also
discount priced.

lounging TV Viewing FullnKlIn*
Easy loom arranging since chair may
D« placed lusi ivy Irom the wall
Will nol touch wall many poslion A
great space saver'

Besides the religious
aspect, several other
factors influenced Sole's
decision to attend Liberty
Baptist.
"They have an excellent
program," he said. "They
are recruiting top-notch
athletes. Several wrestlers
from Iowa and Oklahoma
have transferred to
Liberty Baptist."
Sole was also impressed
with Bonheim. "He
reminds me of Coach
Oldham, Sole remarked in
a reference to South boss
Rod Oldham. "He's bald,
he drives a van, and he
didn't wrestle in high
school. It's quite a
coincidence they are so
much alike."
Another common trait
shared by Oldham and
Bonheim is great wrestling
knowledge.
"Coach
Bonheim is an excellent
instructor. He has
coached several former
Olympic athletes."

2 Messages On Cassette Tape
-- "Dealing with Depression" - By Eddie Dobson
-- "Dealing with your Emotions" - By Phil Stover
Body Building Ministries is
a Revival centered ministry
to the local church. The heart
of the outreach is a weekend
revival.

FRIDAY - 7 p.m. A Power Packed
Revival Service.
SATURDAY - 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
A Concentrated 6-hour, in depth
teaching about practical Christian
growth. These lectures will change
your life.
SUNDAY • A.M. Sunday School,
Church.

YESI Please send me the cassette and information about a weekend revival.

CITY

Mon & Fri. 9-9

"It was a tough decision
to make," Sole stated.
"The people at Liberty
Baptist are all great
Christians. That's what
made me decide to go
there. They wrestle for
God."
Pat Sole is one youth
who has not strayed far
from his roots. "My
family had a great influence on me, especially
in the religious area."
Along with his parents,
Dale and Virginia Sole,
Pat regularly attends the
Bethel Baptist Church.

FREE
FOR PASTORS ONLY

COMPARE AT $223

Open Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 9-5

University, Michigan,
Pitt, Kent State, and all
the West Virginia Conference schools," Sole
explained.
After listening to
pitches from several
college coaches, Pat Sole
sat down and pondered his
fateful decision. After a
great deal of 'soul searching* , as well as numerous
discussions with his
family, Sole made up his
mind.
On April 30, he accepted a full four-year
scholarship from Liberty
Baptist College.

m

NAME

ASSOCIATED FURNITURE SALES

Upon receiving that
note, wrestling coach Bob
Bonheim took an immediate interest in the
youngster. Although he
had never seen Sole
perform, Bonheim invited
the diminutive youth to
visit the Lynchburg, Va.,
campus.

Parkersburg
South
wrestler Pat Sole has
witnessed a lot of flips in
his life. But perhaps none
When Pat Sole arrived
was as significant as the
in
Lynchburg, he had no
one made March 29 by his
idea of what to expect.
older brother, Mike.
But he certainly wasn't
The two were traveling prepared for the chain of
along a desolate stretch of events that followed.
road, enroute to Chicago,
Upon his arrival, Sole
where Pat would compete
the following day in the was cordially greeted by
Chicago International Bonheim, who imWrestling Tournament. mediately introduced Pat
To break the silent to his entire wrestling
monotony of the highway, squad. "The wrestlers
Mike flipped on the radio. took me in like I was their
brother. I've never been
The voice of a Baptist treated so kindly," Sole
minister came blaring related.
He came away from the
from the squawk box. A
typical American youth visit quite impressed by
may have switched the Lynchburg's version of
hospitality.
dial to a rock-and-roll Southern
station. But the Soles Although he liked Liberty
seemed entranced by the Baptist, several other
schools were also hot on
message being delivered.
Sole's heels.
"I received letters from
The minister was not
Only preaching the word a number of major
of God, he 'was also schools, including Ohio
talking about a Christian University, West Virginia

•Master Charge
•Visa

SPECIAL $139.95
1520 Lakeside Dr.

• * •

school. His school.
Liberty Baptist College.
As the program continued, the Soles became
more wide-eyed. For the
minister had suddenly
switched his topic from
God to wrestling. He
informed the audience
that Liberty Baptist
College had won the
National
Christian
Collegiate
Athletic
Association wrestling
championship for the
second consecutive year.
It was at that point
when Mike turned to his
younger brother and
calmly remarked, "That
would be a great atmosphere to wrestle in.
Why don't you write them
when we get home?"
Four days later, with a
world
championship
under his belt, Pat Sole
picked up a pen and
scribbled a letter to
Liberty Baptist College.

Any mention of the
Olympics brings a gleam
to Sole's eyes. He intends
to compete at Moscow in
1980.
"In order to be invited
to the Olympic trials, I
must keep placing high in
the bigger tournaments,"
he explained. His next
major test will come June
9 and 10 at the Junior
World Championship at
Concordia College in
Illinois.
"You are required to
wrestle both freestyle and
Greco-Roman. That
scares me a little. I don't
have a lot of experience in
Greco-Roman."
Sole hopes to place high
enough to be invited to
, this summer's Olympic
development camp in
Squaw Valley.
Currently, Sole is busy
preparing for the junior
world tournament and his
August trip to Germany
with the United States
'national squad. He will
wrestle at 105.5 pounds in
both events.
Following the completion of the German
trip, Sole will go on a
weight-gaining program.
"The lowest college
weight class is 118, so I'm
going to put on about IS
pounds."

Sole is hoping for a
smooth transition from
high school to college
wrestling. "I'm going to
miss wrestling before my
friends. I will have to
adjust to not having them
in the stands."

Sole complimented the
Parkersburg wrestling
enthusiasts. "This is a
great wrestling town," he
exclaimed. "When you
wrestle in high school,
there are times when you
want to let up. The fans
here keep you going."
Sole also complimented
his fellow Patriots. "I was
fortunate to have one of
the best high school ,
coaches in the country in
Coach Oldham. And my
team-mates helped me a
lot. They always seemed
to wrestle hard against,
me.
Sole will soon be
graduating
from.
Parkersburg South, but he
will never forget the many
memories of his illustrious
high school career.

Nor will South's fans •
forget Pat Sole. His
performance in the 1978
state tournament will j
remain forever emblazoned in the minds of
South's numerous supporters.
Many Patriot fans
Sole expressed hope lament that they may not
that the NCAA may add a get another opportunity to
112-pound class. "People see Pat Sole wrestle.
my height (5-3) are at a However, they shouldn't
disadvantage at 118. A lot be so pessimistic.
of wrestlers there come
Remember,
the
down from 140. They are Olympics are broadcast
tough
to
compete nationwide. -Reprinted by
against."
Permission.
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Selling ?
Think Sun & Shield
Realty! If you are
thinking of selling
your home call on
us to come by. We
will measure your
home, evaluate the
price and give you
at no charge a
computerized
closing statement
to show how much
you will have after
the sale.

The Sun & Shield
"Sunburst" in
your yard is "The
Sign" of Success
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STATE

ZIP.

WRITE TO:

Body Building Ministries
1118 Rhode Island Ave.

Lynchburg, Virginia 24502
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FAMILY MUSIC CENTRE
proudly presents its newest addition

KIMBALL
pianos & organs
Every dollar spent on a Kimball
is an investment in materials of
the highest caliber, workmanship
of the deepest individual concern
for excellence, and musical results that will continue to justify
the cost long into the next century. Kimball is value you can
see, feel, and hear.
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KIMBALL ARTIST SPINET

KIMBALL PLAYER PIANO

KIMBALL WHITNEY SPINET

KIMBALL ARTIST CONSOLE

Built with the exclusive Kimball
'Unilock Back' that resists over 18 tons
of string pressure for the entire life of
the piano. Plus many other deluxe
features for beautiful performance. In
Italian Provincial walnut, contemporary
walnut, and Early American maple
furniture designs, all 37-inches high to
fit any room.

You get famous Kimball craftsmanship
in musical quality and cabinetry in this
42-inch deluxe console that's one of
the best piano buys obtainable anywhere. See it, hear its tone, consider
the price~and you'll be convinced. And
you can choose from three styles, all
on sale now!
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It's 37-inches high, ideal for today's
room sizes. And beautifully Italian
Provincial styled, with a walnut finish.
Among many super Kimball construction features is its full-size, indirect
blow Schwander action for sensitive
response and clarity of tone.

Beneath its lift-up lid is concealed the
automatic player mechanism that
makes this a two-way-enjoyable piano.
While you build your own musical
repertoire, you can also enjoy countless piano-roll selections played automatically. Available in walnut and
pecan finishes.

I

FREE...
L

With Your New Piano Purchase
*FREE Unlimited Piano Lessons
*FREE Delivery
*FREE Tuning

FANTASTIC
SAVINGS
On Reconditioned
Organs, from $795
and Floor Model
Pianos up to
$350.00 Off!!!

NEW Rental Pianos are
available o r . . . .

*Buy Now, Pay Off in 30 days with
NO INTEREST CHARGES

Rent with an option
to buy
YOU MAKE
THE CHOICE

mu/k centre
kimBall

FINANCING PLANS ARE A V A I L A B L E
TO FIT YOUR F A M I L Y BUDGET

family book"/hoppe & /ound chamber

FORT HILL VILLAGE NO.
6100 FORT AVENUE
LYNCHBURG, VA. 24502
804/2376427

* U P t o Five Year Financing With
NO DOWN PAYMENT
*
*MASTER CHARGE & VISA
accepted

FORT HILL VILLAGE
SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 10:00 till 9:00
Monday thru Saturday
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Small Town No'Hurdle' To Church
By BOB HARRIS
"Oh, I feel good! Just to know I've been
redeemed makes me feel good!"
Fifty-three-year-old Lowell Owen clapped
his hands with a surprisingly youthful zest as he
led the congregational singing last Sunday
morning.
"God bless these souls who have come
forward to join our church!" the pastor says.
"All those in favor of having these dear ones as
part of the fellowship of our church, shout,
'Glory!' "
A rousing, thunderous chorus of
"GLORY!!" follows.
All of this takes place Sunday after Sunday
at Maranatha Baptist Church, a three-year-old
congregation started and still led by Pastor
Mark Carderelli, a 26-year-old graduate of
Liberty Baptist College.
His is a ministry of excitement and
dynamism. When told it was impractical to
start a super-aggressive, fundamental church in
such a small town as Brookneal, Va., Carderelli took it to the Lord, and the Lord said,
"Go."
And he went.
Today, the Maranatha Baptist Church of
Brookneal, with its average Sunday morning
attendance of 200, is the second largest congregation in the small community 30 miles
south of Lynchburg on Highway 501. It is
topped only by the First Baptist Church,
founded in 1870, which averages about 300.
Carderelli's church this past year moved
into a building on 11 Vi acres of property. The
building is still permeated throughout by the
smell of new wood.
The church also operates two buses and a
van, and Rev. Carderelli is heard every day on
a 15-minute radio broadcast, from 4:40 to 4:55
p.m. on WODI-AM, 1230 on your dial.
To not only be very evangelistic, but to
have a strong personal prayer life, was Carderelli's philosophy in building the church. "I
was looking not only to evangelize Brookneal
and the surrounding area," he says, "but to get
a balance between super-aggressivism and discipleship.''
He does this primarily through the worship
services. Sunday morning's message is*primar-

Maranatha Baptist Church's Brookneal Home.
Pastor Carderelli greets members of congregation.

BROOKNEAL CONGREGATION ENERGETIC
ily evangelistic; he strongly emphasizes salvation from hell's clutches.
In contrast, Carderelli tries to make his
Sunday night services half-evangelistic and
half-Bible study, whereas the Wednesday night
meeting is a Bible study all the way.
The result of this approach has been the
church's greatest strength: the unity of the
people in the Lord Jesus. Its members seem to
have a strong empathy for each other's feelings, and a combined sense of joy.
It is that joy which makes a 53-year-old
businessman like Lowell Owen jump up and
shout "Glory!" and "I feel good!" and sing
"Victory in Jesus," just as if he were 30year-old Bill Elder, another joyful Christian
who belongs to Maranatha.
Carderelli's youthful zest and exciting approach to the Christian life has had its effects on
his people. Owen, for example, was a very
successful businessman. He owned several

local insurance agencies — but then the Lord
called him to preach. And, he could find no
better training than to get under the wings of a
pastor like Carderelli. Owen now is Maranatha's soul-winning director and chairman of the
board of deacons.
Elder works equally hard in the church as
well as handling a full-time job which requires
him to commute to Lynchburg every day. He
works now for Falwell Excavating in Lynchburg. When he comes home, he serves the
Lord as bus director and children's church director at Maranatha Baptist Church.
Carderelli, an Italian-American, is supported whole-heartedly by his family. Many of
his relatives — including his grandmother,
who was born in Italy — visit his church.
Some, like his mother, come regularly.
Carderelli does not like to talk about his life
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Mark Carderelli Pastors
ss»

Pastor preaches evangelistic message to 200.

Maranatha Baptist Church
before he met the Lord Jesus. Born in New
York, his father worked for General Electric
and was transferred from Syracuse to Lynchburg in 1968.
Though his sisters, brothers and parents
started going to Thomas Road Baptist Church
at that time, Carderelli still sowed his "wild
oats," as he says.
But his salvation experience occurred in
April 1970. He happened to go to Thomas
Road to hear Jack Van Impe preach his famous
sermon, "Marked for Death," and there he
prayed to receive Christ.
Though it was a genuine experience, Mark
found himself sinking back into the world's
clutches shortly thereafter. He went to college
in Washington, D.C., for computer technology, and while there drank liquor with the rest
of his friends.
On one occasion while in D.C., Mark felt
that still, small voice say to him, "Go over
there and witness to your friend."
Mark resisted, and a week later the friend
died in a car accident.
Shortly thereafter, another friend suffered
an overdose of LSD. Mark couldn't resist the
Holy Spirit any longer. In the hospital, he witnessed to the friend. He didn't get saved.
Through these somber experiences, God
dealt seriously with Mark about preaching the
Gospel full-time.
Mark straightened out many of the rough
edges in his life and returned to Lynchburg. He
felt he needed Christian college training if he
were to go into the pastorate. He strongly considered attending Baptist Bible College in
Springfield, Mo., and asked Dr. Jerry Falwell
about his old alma mater.
"No, Mark," Dr. Falwell said, "you stick
around here. In a few weeks, a man named Dr.
Elmer Towns and I will be starting a college
right here in Lynchburg."
The year was 1971. Mark Carderelli was
one of the first students of Lynchburg Baptist
College.
Since compared to the other students he
was pretty much of a hometown boy, Mark was
quickly elected student body president. He
gained popularity, studied personally under

Congregation responds to singing and preaching
Achfi iiM'mt'ni

Choir plays active role during growth of church.

3 Vi YEAR-OLD CHURCH NEARS 200
Dr. Falwell and Dr. Towns, and even took a
trip to the Holy Land with them.
In 1974, Mark was one of the first students
to leave the college with a call to a church. He
served as associate pastor, youth director, bus
director, and janitor under pastor Vance Wiley
at Hyland Heights Baptist Church in south
Lynchburg for the next two years.
When Mark first arrived, Hyland Heights'
youth department averaged 20 in attendance.
When he left nearly two years later, the department had grown to 120.
But, despite his success at Hyland Heights,
Mark found the inner peace of God was not in
his heart. By 1975, the Lord had burdened
Mark about being a pastor.
Mark resigned the church, not knowing
what he was going to do or where he was going
to go. A group of people from Brookneal approached him about helping them start a
church. He said, "No, but I'll pray about it."
He really did not want to bother with going to
such a small town.
Yet God did lay Brookneal on his heart.

In February 1975, 19 people met together
for a worship service in a little schoolhouse.
Mark preached a sermon. This happened on a
Thursday night.
By Sunday, 107 people showed up for the
church's first worship service, and the offering
totalled $500.
Maranatha Baptist originally started as a
mission church of Hyland Heights, with the
mother church paying Mark's salary. But, as
Mark saw the rapid growth, he decided to organize as an autonomous body on April 27.
At first, Maranatha met in the 40-by-30foot auditorium of Staunton River Academy.
This was not large enough, so in a few weeks
the church moved to the Brookneal Community
Center. But there was no room inside for Sunday school classes at the community center; the
classes met on the ground, in the buses, wherever they could.
When Maranatha moved into its present
facilities last April, it had a high-attendance
day of more than 400, which is the capacity of
its present auditorium.
The church now averages about 160 in
Sunday school attendance and 200 in morning
worship attendance.
In the future, Mark wants to lead his people
towards starting a Christian day school for all
ejementary and secondary grades. He would
like to start with a five-year-old kindergarten
class, first, second, and third grade classes at
first, and then add a grade per year through the
12th grade.
He also would like to see the church build
an educational facility on its present site, which
may include a gymnasium.
Carderelli's goal is to average 200 in Sunday school by the end of 1978, and to boost that
figure to 300 by theend of 1979. In time, he
thinks the Sunday school can average as many
as 1,000. * 'There are 50,000 people who can be
reached in this immediate area, when you add
the counties and Rustburg," he says.
The church is relatively easy to locate: it's
on "Maranatha Lane" in Brookneal.

